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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Since its init ial publication In 2001, Postp roduc tion has been trans-
lated into five languages ; depending on the translation schedules in
various countries, pub lication either overlapped with or preceded that
of another of my books, Esthetique relationnel/e (Relational Aesthetics).
written five years earlier. The relationsh ip between these two theoret-
ical essays has often been the source of a certain misunderstanding,
if not malevolence, on the part of a critical generation that knows itself
to be slowing down and counters my theories With recitat ions from
'T he Perfect American Soft Marxist Handbook" and a few vestiges of
Greenbergian catechism. Let's not even talk about it.

I started writing Relatio nal Aesthetics in 1995 with the goal of finding
a common point among the artists of my generation who Interested
me most, from Pierre Huyghe to Maurizlo Cattelan by way of Gabrie l
Orozco, Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster, Rirknt Tlravanna , Vanessa
Beecroft , and Liam Glilick - basically, the artists I had assembled in
an exhibition called Traffic at the CapcMu see d 'art con temporain in
Bordeaux (1996). Each of these artists developed strangely similar
themes. but they were not a top ic of real diSCUSSIon, since no one at
til e time saw these artists ' contributions as original and new. In search
of the common denominat or, It SUddenly occurred to me that there
was a new thematic framework for looking at their wo rks. I realized that
every one of them Without exception dealt with the interhuman sphere:
relationships between people, communities, individuals, groups, social
networks. interacl ivity, and so on. In its time, Pop Art was bo rn of a
con junctIOn between the phenomenon of mass production and the
birfh of visual marketing , under the aegis of a new era of consump-
tion. Relat ional Aes thetics was content to paint the new socoool't'cat
landscape of the nineties, to descr ibe the collective sensibility on
which contempo rary artistic pract ices were beginning to rely. The suc-
cess of this essay. which - alas - has at times generated a sort of cari-
catured vulgate ("artlsts-who-serve-soup-at- the-opening," etc .), stems
essen tially from the fact that it was a "kick start " to contemporary



aesthetics, beyond the fascination with ccmmorucation and new tech-
nologies then being talked about incessantly, and above all, beyond
the prede termined grids at reading (Fluxus, In particular) into which
these artists ' wo rks were being placed . Relatlollal Acsthetics was
the first wo rk, to my knowledge , to provide the theoretical tools that
allowed one to analyze works by individuals who would soon become
irrefutably present on the International scene.

Postproduction is not a "seoCJs'" to Relational AestlJctics except insofar
as the two books essentially describe the same artistic scene. In terms
of method, the link between them is simple: both present an analysis
of today's art in relation to soc ial changes, whether technological, ec-
onomic, or sociological.

But while the former deals with a collective sensibility, Postproduction
analyzes a set at modes of production, seeking to establish a typol-
ogy of cont emporary practices and to find commonalities. My first re-
flex was to try to avoid the artists extensively discussed In Relational
Aesthetics . Then, after a few pages , I realized not only that they fully
corresponded to this theory of production but also that I wanted to
delve more deep ly into these wo rks, which the not ion of relational
aesthetics certainly did not exhaust. Postproduction therefore con-
tains more detailed, more analytical chapters on the work of Philippe
Parreno, Rlrknt Trravanua, and Liam Gillick, emblematic of tho earlier
book, but also deals with the work of Thomas Hirschhorn , Mike Kelley,
Michel Majerus, Sarah Morris. Pierre Joseph, and Daniel Pllurnrn, art-
ists I had yet to write about. In short , the two books show the same
scene from two different angles, and the more recent is more cen-
tered on form, above all, because the artists in question have impres-
sive bodies of work behind them.

Regarding Postproduction, I have often heard the argument: "This is
nothing new."

It's true, Citation, recycling, and detournement were not bam yester ·
day; what is clear is that toda y cortam elements and principles il r:,
reemerging as themes and are suddenly at the forefront, to the point
o f con sti tuting tho "engine" of new artistic practices . In tus joi .rnal,
Eugene DelacrOlx developed ideas similar to those in Relational Aes-
thetics, but the remarkable thing in the nineties W8.S that notions of
lnteractrvity, nnvironment, and "participation" .,. classic art historical
notions - were being rethought through and through by artists ac-
cording to a radically different point of view. The Crit ics who coun ter
my analyses with the argument that "thls IS nothing new" are often
the last to know that Gerald Murphy or Stuart Davis made Pop Art in
the thirties - which takes nothing aWay from James Rosenquist or
Andy Warhol. The d ifference resides In the articulat ior-. "he working
principles of torlays artists seem to me to break with the manipula-
tion of references and citation: the works of Piorre Huygrle, Douglas
Gordon, or Rlrkrit Tlrav;:;: l iJa deeply reexarnino not ions of creation,
authorsrup. and orig:I',,:ity through a problernatics of the use of cul-
tural artuacts - which, by the way, is absolutely new.

In Postproduction. I try to show that artists' intuitive ””” ”” ” ””””” ”” with
art history is now going beyond what we call "the art of appropria-
tion," which naturally Infp- rs an ideology or ownersh ip, and moving
toward a cuiture of the use at forms, a colturc of coaster : activity of
S'g' lS based on a collective ideal' shelr;ng . The ”””””” like til e City
Itself constitute a catalog of forms, postu res, and images for artists ...
conserve cquprnent that everyone is In a position to use, not in order
to be subjected to thell authonty but as tools to probe the contempo-
rary wo rld. There is ””””””””” static on the borders between consump -
tio:l and production that can be perceived well beyond tho borders
of art. When artists find material in objects that are already in orc ula-
tion on the CU".L;!"': market, the work of art takes on <1 scnpt-fike value:
"when screenplays become form:' in a sense.



For me, cnticisrn is a matter of convict ion, not an exercise in flitting
about and "covenng" artistic current events. My theories are born of
careful observation of the work in the field. I have neither the passion
for object ivity of the journalist, nor the capacity for abstrac tion of the
philosopher, who alas often seizes upon the first art ists he comes
across in order to illustrate his theories.

I will stick, therefore, to describing what appears around me: I do not
seek to illustrate abstract ideas with a "generat ion" of artists but to
construct ideas in their wake. I think with them. That , no doubt, is
tnendsruo, in the sense Michel Foucault intended.
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INTRODUCTION

IT'S SIMPLE. PEOPl.E Pt'lODUCE WDt'lKS. AND WE DO WHAT WE CAN WITH THEM. WE USE THEM FOR

OUt'lSELVES. (SERG, DANEY)

Postproduction is a technical term from the audiovisual vocabulary
used in television , film, and video . It refers to the set of processes
app lied to recorceo material: montage. the inclusion Of o ther visual
or audio sources, subtitling, voice-overs, and special effects. As a set
of acuvmes linkerl to the service industry and recycling, postproduction
belongs to the tertiary sector, as opposed to the industrial or agri-
cultural sector, i.e., the produc tion of raw materials.

Since the early nineties, an ever increasing number of artwo rks have
been created on the baSIS0 ' preexisting wo rks; more and more
artists interpret, reproduce, re-exhibit, or use work s made by others
or av, lable cultural products. This art of postproduc tion seems to
respond to 'he proliferating chaos of global culture in the information
age, which is characterized by an increase In the supply of works
and the art world's annexation of forms Ignored or disdained until now.
These artists who Insert their own wo rk Into that of others contro ute
to the eradication of the traditional distinction between oroductfon and
consumption, creation and copy, readymade and original work. The
material they manipulate IS no longer primary, It is no longer a matter
of elaborating a form on the basis of a raw material but working with
objects that are already in circulation on the cultural market , which
IS to say, objects already Inform ed by other objects. Notions of orig-
Inality (being at the origin ot) and even of crea (making something
from nothing) are slowly bit red in this new cultural landscape marked
by the twin figures 01fh DJand the programmer, both of whom have
the task of select ing cultural object s and insert ing them into new
contexts.

Relational AesthetiCS, of which : '11 $ book is a continuation, described
the collective sensibility Within which new forms of art have been
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inscribed . Both take ther point of departure in the changing mental
space that has been opened for thought by the Internet, the central
tool of the Information age we have entered. But Relational Aesthetics

dealt with the convivial and Interactive aspect of this revolution (Why
artists are determined to produce models of sociality. to situate them-
selves within the interhuman sphere), while Postp roduc tion appre-
hends the forms of knowledge generated by the appearance of the
Net (how to find one's bearings in the cultural chaos and how to
extract new modes of produc tion from it). Indeed, it is striking that the
tools most otten used by artist s today in order to produce these
relational models are preexistinq works or formal structures, as if the
world of cultural products and artworks constituted an autonomous
strata that could provide tools of connection between individuals; as if
the estab lishment of new forms of sociality and a true cr itique of
contempo rary forms of life involved a diffe rent att itude in relation to
artistic patnmony, through the production of new relationsh ips to
culture in general and to the artwork In particular.

A few emblematic works will allow us to outline a typology of post-
production .

REPROGRAMMING EXISTING WORKS
In the video Fresh Acconcl, 1995, Mike Kelley and Paul McCarthy re-
corded professional ac tors and models interpretin g performances
by Vito Acconci. In Untitled (One Revolutbn Per Minute), 1996, Rirkrrt
Tiravania made an installat ion that inco rporated pieces by Olivier
Mosset, Allan McCollum , and Ken Lum ; at New York's Museum of
Modern Art, he annexed a constru ction by Philip Johnson and in-
vited children to draw there: Untitled (Playtime), 1997. Pierre Huyghe
projected a film by Gordon Matta-Clark , Conical Intersect. at the very
site of its filming (Light Conical Intersect, 1997). In their series Plenty

of Objec ts of Desire, Swetlana Heger and Piamen Dejanov exhibited
artworks and design objects . which they had purchased, on minimalist
l '

platforms. Jo rge Pardo has displayed pieces by Alvar Aalto , Arne
Jakobsen , and lsamu Noguchi in his installations.

INHABITING HISTORICIZED STYLES AND FORMS
Felix Gonzalez-Torres used the formal vocabular ies of Min imalist art
and Ant i-form. recoding them almost thirty years late r to suit his
own political preoccupations . This same glossary of Minimalist art
IS diverted by tram Gillick toward an archaeology of capitalism, by
Dominique Gonz alez-Foerster toward the sph ere of the intimate, by
Pardo toward a problema tics of use, and by Daniel Pflumm toward
a questioning of the notion of production . Sarah Morris employs the
modernist grid in her painting in order to describe the abstraction of
economic flux. In 1993, Maurizio Cattelan exhibited Untitled, a canvas
that reproduced Zorro 's famous Z in the lacerated style of Lucio
Fontana. Xavier Veilhan exhibited La Foret, 1998. whose brown felt
evoked Joseph Beuys and Robert Moms, in a structure that recalled
Jesus Soto 's Penetrable sculptures. Angela Bulloch, Tobias Rehberger,
Carsten Nicolai, Sylvie Fleury, John Miller, and Sydney Stucki, to
name only a few, have adapted minimalist, Pop , or conceptual struc-
tures and forms to their personal prob lematics, going as far as dupli-
cating entire sequences from existing works of art .

MAKING USE OF IMAGES
At the Aoert o at the 1993 Venice Beonale, Bulloch exhibited a video
of Solaris, the science fiction film by Andrei Tarkovsky, replacing its
sound track with her own dialogue. 24 Hour Psycho. 1997, a work
by Doug las Gordon, consisted of a projection of Alfred Hitchcock 's
film Psycho slowed down to run for twenty-four hours. Kendell Geers
has Isolated sequences of well-known films (Harvey Keitel grimacing
in Bad Lieutenant, a scene from The ExorCIst) and looped them in his
video installations; for TV Shoot, 1998-99, he took scenes of shoot-
outs from the contemporary cinematic repertory and project ed them
onto two screens that faced each other.
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USING SOCIETY AS A CATALOG OF FORMS
When Matthieu Laurette is reimbursed for products he has consumed
by systematically uSing promotional coupons ("Satisfaction guaran-
teed or your money back"), he operates within the cracks of the pro-
motional system. When he prcducos the pilot for a game show on
the principl e o f excnanqe (EI Gran uueoue, 2000) or estab lishes an
offshore bank w ith 18 nid of funds from do nation boxes placed at
the ell ance of art centers (Laure/te Bank Urmmaed, 1999), he plays
.111 cooorruc forms as ,f they were the lines and colors of a painting.

Jens Haarunq transforms art centers into Import-export sto res and
clandestine wo rkshops ; Daniel Ptlumm appropriates the iooos of
multinationals and endows them w ith their ow n aesthetic life. Heger
and Deianov take every job they c ord '3f a acquire "objects of
desire" and rent their wo rk force to BMW for an ent ire year, Michel
Majerus, who Integrates the technique of sampling Into his pict orial
pract ice, exploits the rich visual stratum of promotional packaging.

iNVESTING IN FASHION AND MEDIA
The works o f Vanessa Beecroft come from an intersec tion between
performance and the protocol of fashion photography: they reference
the form of performance Without be ing reduced to It. Sylv ie Fleury
indexes her production to the glamorou s wo rld ottrends offered by
women's magazines , stating that when she isn' t sure wha t co lors to
use in her work, she uses the new colors by Chanel. John Miller has
produced a series of paintings and installations based on the aesthetic
o f television game shows . Wang Du selec ts images pub lished in
the press and dup licates them in three dimensions as painted wood
scu lptures,

All these artiste prac tices , although formally heterogeneous, have In
common the recourse to already produced forms. hey testify to a
Willingness to inscribe the wo rk of art w ithin a network of signs and
signi lcanons, instead of considering It an autonomous or original form.
16

It is no longer a matter of starting wit h a "blank slate" or creat;ng
mearmq on the basis of virgin material but of finding a means of Inser-
tion into the Innumerable flows of production , "Things and thoughts,"
Gilles Deleuze writes, "advance or grow out from the middle, and that's
where you have to get to work, that's where everyt hing l ln folds "01

The art istic question is no longer: "what can we make that is new?"
bu t "how can we make do With what we have?" In other words,
how can we produce singularity and meclning from this cnaotc mass
of objec ts, names, and references that constitutes our dally life?
Artists today program form s mom than they compose them: rather
than transfigure a raw element (1) lank canvas, clay, etc. ), they remix
available forms and make use of data . In a universe of produc ts for
sale , preexisting forms, signals already emitted, brnldmqs already
construct ed, pai ns marked out by ”””” ” predecessors, artists no longer
cons ider the artistic field (and here one could add television, cinema.
or literature) a museum containing works that must be cited or "sur-
passed. ' as the rnode rrust ideolegy of originality would have It, but
so many storehouses filled with tools that should be used , stookp iles
o f data to manipulate and present. When Tiravanija offers us the
experience of a st ructure in which he prepares food, he is not do ing
a portorrnanco : he is using tho pe rforman ce-form. His goal is not
to question the limits of art: he uses forms that served to interrogate
these lim its in the Sixt ies, in order to produce completely different
results. Tiravanija oft en cites Ludwig Wittgenste in 's phrase: "Don't
look for the meaning , look for the use."

The prefix "pos t" does not signal any negation or surpassing: II refers
to a zone of activity. The processes in question here do not consist
of producing images of images, which wo uld be a fairly mannered
posture, or of lamenting the fact that everythi ng has "already been

01 GlUES DEUU:E ,'JEDOTlU '::W;S: nw;s,MAP” LUiHIN IY>£W” CCUlM IINlvffiSnV
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done," but of inventing protocols of use for all existing modes of rep-
resentation and all formal structures. It is a matter of seizing all the
codes of the culture, all the forms of everyday life, the wo rks of the
global pa trimony, and making them function. To learn how to use
forms, as the artists in question invite us to do, is above all to know
how to make them one's own, to inhabit them .

The activities of DJs, Web surfers, and postproduction artists imply a
similar configuration of knowledge , which is charac terized by the
invent ion of paths through culture. All threo are "sernionauts" who
produce original pathways through signs. Every work is issued from
a script that the artist projects onto culture, considered the framework
of a narrative that in turn projects new possible scripts, endlessly.
The OJ activates the history of music by copying and pasting together
loops of sound, placing recorded products in relation with each other.
Artists actively Inhabit cultural and SOCial forms. The Internet user may
create his or her own site or hornepaqe and constantly reshuffle the
information obtained, inventing paths that can be bookmarked and re-
produced at Will. When we start a search engine In pursuit of a name
or a subject, a mass of information issued from a labyrinth of data-
banks is inscribed on the screen. Ihe "semionaut" imagines the links,
the likely relations between disparate sites. A sampler, a machine that
reprocesses musical products, also Implies constant activity; to listen
to records becomes work in itself, which diminishes the dividing line
be tween reception and pract ice, producing new cartographies of
knowledge. This recycling of sounds , images, and forms implies in-
oessant navigation within the meanderings of cultural histcry, navi-
gation wh ich Itself becomes the subject of artistic practice. Isn't art,
as Ducharnp once said, "a game among all men of all eras? "
Postpr oduct ion is the contemporary form of this game.

When musicians use a sample, they know that their own contribution
may in turn be taken as the base material of a new composit ion.
18

They consioe r It normal that the sono rous treatment applied to the
borrowed loop could in turn generate other interpretations, and so
on and so forth. With music derived from sampling, the sample no
longer represents anything more than a salient point in a shifting car-
tography. It is caught in a chain, and its meaning depends in part on
its pcsitlon In this chain. In an online chat room, a message takes on
value the moment it is repeated and commented on by someone else.
Likewise, the contemporary work of art does not position itself as the
termination point of the "creative process" (a "finished product " to be
contemplated) but as a site of navigation, a portal, a generator of
activities. We tinker with product ion, we surf on a network of signs,
we insert our forms on existing lines.

What unites the various configurations of the artistic use of the wor ld
gathered under the term postproduction is the scrambling of bound-
aries between consumption and production. "Even if it is illusory and
utopian." Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster explains, "what matters IS
introduc ing a sort of equality, assuming the same capacities, the pos-
sibihty of an equal relationship, between me - at the origins of an
arrangement, a system - and others, allowing them to organize their
own story in response to what they have just seen, with their own
references,"'"

In trus new form of culture, which one might call a culture of use or
a culture of actiVity, the artwo rk funct ions as the temporary terminal
of a network of interconnected elements, like a narrative that extends
and reinterprets preceding narratives. Each exhibition encloses within
it the script of ano ther; eaoh wo rk may be inserted into different
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programs and used for multiple scenarios. The artwork is no lonqor
an end point but a simple moment in an infinite chain of contributions.

This culture of use implies a profound transformation of the status of
the wo rk of art: going beyond its tradit ional role as a receptacle of
the artist's vision, it now functions as an active agent, a musical score,
an unfolding scenano, a framework that possesses autonomy and
materiality to varying degrees. its form able to oscillate from a simple
idea \0 sculpture or canvas. In generat ing behaviors and potential
reuses, art challenges oassive culture. composed of merchandise and
consumers. It makes the forms and cultural objects of our dally lives
function . What if art istic creat ion today could be compared to a col-
lective sport, far from the classical mythology of the solitary effort?
"It IS the viewers who make the paintings." Duchamp once said , an
incomprehensible remark unless we connect it to his keen sense of
an emerging culture of usc, in which meaning is born of collaboration
and negotiation between the artist and the one who comes to view
the work. Why wouldn't the meaning of a work have as much to do
with the use one makes of it as with the artist's intentions for it?



THE USE OF OBJECTS

The difference between artists who produce works based on objects
already produced and those who operate ex nihilo is one that Karl
Marx observes in German Ideology: there is a difference, he says, be-
tween natural tools of product ion (e.g., working the earth) and tools
of produ ction created by civilization . In the first case, Marx argues ,
individuals are subordinate to nature. In the second, they are dealing
with a "product of labor," that is. ceoue; a mixture of accumulated
labor and too ls of production. These are only held together by ex-
cnanqe, an interhuman transaction embodied by a third term, money.
The art of the twentieth century developed accord ing to a similar
schema: the industrial revolution made its effects felt, but with some
delay. When Marcel Duchamp exhibited a bottle rack in 1914 and
used a mass-produced object as a "tool of product ion," he brought
the capita list process of product ion (working on the bas is of accu-

mulated labor) into the sphere of art, while at the same time indexing
the role of the artist to the wo rld of exchange: he sudd enly found
kinship w ith the merchant, content to move products from one place
to ano ther. Duchamp started from the principle that consumption
was also a mode of product ion, as did Marx, who writes in his intro-
duction to Critique of Political Economy that "consumption is simul-
taneously also product ion, just as in nature the production of a plant
involves the consumpt ion of elemental forces and chemical materials."
Marx adds that "man produces his own body, e.g. , through feeding,
one form of consumption." A product only becomes a real product
in consump tion: as Marx goes on to say, "a dress becomes really a
dress only by being worn, a house which IS uninhabi ted is indeed
not really a house."" Because consumption creates the need for new
production, consumption is both its motor and motive. This is the
primary virtue of the readymade: establishing an equivalence between
choosing and fabricat ing , consuming and producing - which is
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dll ' u t · 0 accept in a wo rld governed by the Christian ideology of
8ffol \ working by the sweat of your brow") or that of the worker-hero
(Stakhanovism).

In The Practice of Everyday Life, the astonisf-] ing structuralist Michel
de Certeau examines the hidden movements beneath the surface of
the Production-Consumpt ion pair, showinq that far from being purely
passive, the consum engages In a sot of processes comparable
to an almost clandestine, "'Hent" productlon." To use an object is nec-
essarily to Interpret it. To use a product is to betray its concep t. To
read, to VIew, to envision a wo rk is to know how to divert It : use is an
act of microp lrating that constitutes postpro duc tion. We never read
a book the way its author would like us to. ByUSing television, bcoks,
or records, the user of culture deploys a rnctonc of practioes and
"ruses" that has to do with enunciation and therefore with language
whose figures and codes may be catalogued.

Starting with the language imposed upon us (the sys tem of procuc-
tron). we construct our own sentences (acts of everycay life), there-
by reappropriating for ourselves , throug h these clandest ine micro -
bncolages. the last word in the productive chain. Produc tion thus
becomes a lexico n of a practice, which is to say, tho ' te ediary
matenal from whir.ll new utterances can be articulated, instead of rep-
resentrng the end result of anything. What matters is what we make
of tile elements placed at our disposal. We are tenants of culture:
society ISa text whose law is production , a law that so-called passive
users divert from Within, through the practices of postproduction.
Each artwo rk, de Certeau suggest s, is Inhabitable in til e manner Of
a rented apartment. By listening to mUSIC or reading a book, we pro-
ouce new material, we become producers. And each day we benefit
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from more ways in wtlictl to organize this production: remote controls,
VCRs, computers. MP3s, tools that allow us to select, reconstruct,
and edit. Postproduction artists are agents cf this evolution, the see-
ciali7ed workers of cultural roaoprooriation.

THE USE OF THE PRODUCT FROM MARCEL DUCHAMP TO
JEFF KOONS
Appropriation is Indeed the first stage of postproduction: the issue
is no longer to fabricate an object, but to choose one among those
that exist and to use or modify these according to a specific intention.
Marcel Broodthaers said that "since Duchamp , the an.st is the author
of a definition" which is substituted for that of the Objects he or she
has chosen. The history of appropriation (Which remains to be written)
IS nevertheless not the topic of this chapter; only a few of its figures,
useful to the comprehension of the most rccent art, Will be mentioned
here. If the process of appropriation has its root s In history, its nar-
rative here will begin with the readymade, which represents rts first
concep tualized manifestation, considered in relation to the history
01art. When Ducr arrp exhibits a manufactured object (a bottle rack,
a urinal, a snow shovel) as a work of the mind, he shifts the prob-
lernatic of tIle "creative process," emphasizing the artist's gaze brought
to bear on an object instead of manual skill. He asserts that the ac t
ot choosing is enough to estaoasn the artistic process, just as the act
of fabricating, painting, or sculpting does: to give a new idea to an
object is already production. Ducnarnp thereby comp letes the dehni-
tion 01the term creation: to create is to insert an object into a new
SC8!larIO, to consider it a character in a narrative.

The main difference between European New Realism and Amencan
Pop resides In the nature of the gaze brought to bear on consumption.
Arman, Cesar, and Daniel Spaem seem fascinated by the act of con-
sumption Itself, relics of which they exhibit. For them, consorupnon is
truly an abstract phenomenon, a myth whose invisible subject seems
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irreducible to any representation. Conversely, Andy Warhol, Claes
Oldonburg, and James Rosenquist bring their gaze to bear on the
purchase, on the visual impetus that prope ls an indiVidual to acquire
a product : thewgoal IS less to document a sociological phenomenon
than to exploit new Iconographic material. They Investigate, above all,
advertising and its mechanics of visual frontalily, while the Europeans,
further removed, explore the wo rld of consumption through the filter
of the great organic metaphor and favor the use value of things over
their exchange value. The New Realists are more Interested in the
impersonal and collect ive use of forms than in the indiVidual use
of these forms, as the works of "pos ter artists" Raymond Hains and
Jacques de la Villegle admirably show: the city itself is the anony-
mous and multiple author of the images they collect and exhibit as
artworks. No one consumes, trlings are consumed . Spoerri demon-
strates the poetry of table scraps, Arman that of trash cans and sup-
plies; Cesar exhibits a crusheo, unusable automobile. at the end of its
destiny as a vehicle. Apart from Martial Raysse, the most "American"
of the Europeans, the concern is still to show the end result of the pro-
cess of consumption, which others have practiced. The New Realists
have thus Invented a sort of postp roduction squared: their subject IS
certainly consumption, bu t a represented consumption, carried out
in an abstract and generally anonymous way, whereas Pop explores
the visual condit ioning (advertising, packaging) that accompanies
mass consumption. By salvaging already used objects, products that
have come to the end of their functional life, the New Realists can
be seen as the first landscape painters of consumpt ion, the authors
of the first stili Ilfes of industrial society.

With Pop art, the notion of consumption constituted an abstract theme
linked to mass p roduct ion. It took on concrete value in the early
eighties, when it was attached to individual desires. The artists who lay
claim to Simulationism considered the work of art to be an "absolute
commodity" and creation a mere substitute for the act of consuming.
25

I buy, therefore I am, as Barbara Kruger wrote. The object was shown
from the ang le of the compulsion to buy, from the angle of desire.
midway between the inaccessible and the available. Such is the task
of marketing. which is the true SUbject of Simulationist works . Haim
Steinbach thus arranged mass-produced objects or antiques on
minimal and monochromatic shelves. Sherrie Levine exhibited exact
copies of works by Mira, Walker Evans and Degas. Jeff Koons dis-
played advertisements, salvaged kitsch icons, and floated basketballs
weightlessly in Immaculate containers. Ashley Bickerton produced
a self-port rait composed of the logos of products he used in daily life.

Among the Simulationists, the work resulted from a contract snoua-
ling the equal Importance of the consumer and the artisVpurveyor.
Koons used objects as convectors of desire: "In the system I was
brought up in _. the Western, capitalist system - one receives objects
as rewards for labour and achievement. ... And once these objects
have been accumulated, they wo rk as support mechanisms for the
individual: to define the personality of the self, to fulfill desires and ex-
press them."OJ Koons, levine, and Steinbach present themselves as
veritable intermediaries, brokers of desire whose works represent sim-
ple simulacra , images born of a market study more than of some
sort of "Inner need, ' a value co nsidered outmoded. The ordinary
object of consumption is doubled by another object, this one purely
virtual, designating an inaocessible state, a lack (e.g., Jeff Koons).
The artist consumes the world in place of the viewer, and for him.
He arranges objects in glass cases that neutralize the notion of use
in favor of a sort of interrupted exchange, in which the moment of
presenta tion is made sacred. Through the generic structure o f the
shelf, Haim Steinbach emp hasizes its predominance in our mental
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universe: we only look at what is well-presented; we only desire what
is desired by others. The objects he displays on his wood anc Formica
shelves "are bought or taken. placed, matched, and compared. They
are rnoveaole, arranged in a particular way, and wl,en they get packed
they arc taken apart agBin, and they aro as permanent as objects
are whon you buy them in a store." I he subject of his work is what
happens in any exchange .

THE FLEA MARKET: THE DOMINANT ART FORM OF THE
NINETIES
As Liam Gill;ck explains, "In the eighties, a large part of artistic produc-
tion seemed [0 mean Ita' artists went shopping in the rigll t shops.
Now, it seems as though new artists have gone shoppmq, too, but
in unsuitable shops, In all sorts of shops."...The passage from the
eighties to the nineties might be represented by tho juxtaposition o f
two photoqraphs: one of a shop Window, another of a floa market
or airport shopping mall. From Jeff Koons to Rirkrit Tiravanha, from
Haim Steinbach to Jason Rhoades, one formal system has been
substituted for another: since the early nineties, the dominant VIS I
model is closer to til e open-air market. the bazaar, the souk, a ter 1 ·
porary and nornaoic gathenng of precarious materials and products
of various provenances, Recycling (a method) and ohaotic arrange-
ment (an aesthete) have supplanted shopp ing, store Windows, and
shelVing in the role of formal matnces.

Why has the market become the omnipre sent referent for contem-
porary artistic practioes? First , it represents a collective form, a dis-
ordered, prol iferating and endlessly renewed conglomeration that
does not depend on the command of a single author: a market is
not designed, it ISa unitary structure composed of multiple Individual
signs. Secondly, this form (in the case of the flea market) is tho locus
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of a reorganization of past producU . Finally. I embodies and makes
material the flows and relations . tha have te ed toward disem-
bodiment with the appearance of online shopp ing.

A flea market , then, is a place where products of multiple prov-
enances converge, waiting for new uses. An old sewing mach ine
can become a kitchen table, an advertiSing poster from the seventies
can serve to decorate a liVing room. Here, past prod uction is re-
cycled and switches direction. In an involuntary homage to Marcel
Ducharnp, an object is gIVen a new idea. An object once used In
conform ance wit the concept for which It was produced now finds
new potential uses In the stalls of the flea market.

Dan Cameron used Claude Levi-Strauss's opposrtion between "the
raw and the cocked" as the title for an exhibition he curated : It in-
cluded artists who transformed materials and made them unrecog-
1izable (the cooked), and artists who pr served the Singular aspect
01 these materials (the raw). The market-for is the quintessential
place for this rawness: an Installation by Jason Rhoades, for example,
is presented as a unitary compos ition made of objects, each at
which retains Its express ive autonomy, In the manner of paintings
by Arcimboldo . Formally, Rhoades's work is qune similar to Rirkrit
Tlravanua's. Untitled (Peaco Sells), which Tiravanua made In 1999,
IS an exuberant display of disparate elements that clearly testifies to
a resistance to unifying the d iverse, perceptible In all his work. But
Tiravanlja organizes the multlple elements that make up his instal-
lations so as to underscore their use value, while Rhoades presents
objects that seem endowed With an autonomous logic, quasi-Indif-
ferent to the human.We can see one or more gL,lding lines, structures
mbncatod within one another, but the atoms brought together by
the a iRt do not blend completely into an organic whole. r ach object
seems to resist a formal unity, forming subs ets that resist projec-
tion into a vaster whole and that at times are transplanted from one
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structure to another. The domain of forms that Rhoades IS referencing,
then, evokes the heterogeneity of stars in a market and the meander-
ing that imp lies: ... .. it's about relationships to people. like me to my
dad, or tomatoes to squash, beans to weeds . and weeds to corn ,
corn to the ground and the ground to the extens ion cores ."> As ex-
plicrt references to the open markets of the artist's early days In
California, his installations conjure an alarming image of a wo rld with
no possib le center, co llapsing on all sides beneath the weight of
product ion and the practical impossibility of recycling. In visiting them,
one senses that the task of art is no longer to propose an artificia l
synthesis of heterogeneous elements but to generate "critical mass"
through which the familial structure of the nearby market metamor-
phoses into a vast warehouse for merchandise sold online . a mon-
strous city of det ritus. HIS works are composed of materials and
tools, but on an out size scale: "piles of pipes, piles of clamps, p' 88
of paper, piles of fabric, all these Industrial quantities of things ..."01
Rhoades adapts tho provinc ial junk fair to the dimensions of Los
Angeles, through the experience of dr iving a car. When asked to ex-
plain the evolution of his piece Perfect World, he replies: "The really
big change in the n8\Nwork is the car." Driving in his Chevrolet Caprice,
he was "in and out of [his) head , and In and out of reality," while the
acquisition of a Ferrari modified his relationship to the city and to his
work: "Dnvmq between the studio and between various places, I am
phYSically driving, it's a great energy, but it 's not this daydream wan-
dering head thing like before.:" The space of the work is urban space,
traversed at a certain speed : the objects that endure are therefore ne-
cessarily enormous or reduced to the size of the car's Interior, which
takes on the role of an optical too l allowing one to select forms .
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Thomas III chhorn 's work relies not on spaces ot exchange but
places where the Individual loses contact With the social and becomes
embedded in an abstrac t background : an International airpo rt, a
department store's windows, a company 's headquarters, and so on.
In his ins tallatio ns, sheets of aluminum foil or plastic are wrapped
around vague everyday forms which, made unform in tlus way, are
projec ted into monstrous, proliferat ing, tentacle-like form-netwo rks.
Yet this work relates to the market -term insofar as it introd uces el-
ements of resistance and information (political tracts, aricles cut out
of newspapers, televtsioo sets, media images) into p.aces typical of
the globalized economy. VISitorswho move through Hirschhorn 's envi-
ronments uneasily traverse an abstract , woolly, and chaotic organism.
They can identify the obj ts they encounter - newspapers, vehicles,
ord inary objocts - but I he form of sticky spec ters. as If a computer
virus had ravaged the spectacle of the world and replaced it with a
genetically modified substitute. These ordinary products are presented
in a larval state. like so many interconnec ted matrices in a capillary
ne twork leading nowhere, wh ich in itself is a commentary on the
economy. A similar malaise surround s the installat ions o f Georg e
Adeagbo, who presents an image of the African economy of recyc ling
through a maze of old record covers, scrap items, and newspaper
clippings. for which personal notes, analogous to a private journal, act
as captions, an irrupt ion of human co nsciousnes s into the misery
of display.

At the end of the eighteenth cen tury, the term "market" moved away
from its physical referent and began to designate the abstrac t process
of buying and selling . In the bazaar, economist Michel Henochsberg
explains, "transact ion goes beyond the dry and reductive Simplifica-
tion in which modernity rigs it," assuming its anginal status as a nego -
tiation between two people. Commerce is above all a torm of human
relations, Indeed, a pretext destined to produce a relation ship . Any
transaction may be defined as "a successful encount er of histories,
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affinit ies, wishes , coostrants, hab its, threats, skins, tension s." 08

Art tends to give shape and we ight to the most invisible processes.
When entire sec tions o f our existence spiral into abstrac tion as a
result o f economic globalization, when the base functions of our daily
lives are sloWly transformed into products of consumption (inc lud ing
human relatoos, wh ich are becoming a full-fiedgcd industrial concern),
it seems hi(Jhly logical that artists might seek to rematerialJze these
funct ions and processes, to give shape to what is disappearing before
our eyes. Not as objects, which would be to fall into the trap of reifica-
non, bu t as mediums of exp erience: by str iVing to shatter the logiC
of the spec tacle, art restores the world to us as an experience to
be lived . Since the economic system grndually deprives us 01 this
experience, modes of rep resentation mus t be IIw 81l1ed for a reality
that is becoming more abstract each dRy. A series of paintings by
Sarah Morn s that depic ts the facades of multin ational corpo rate head-
q ers in the style of geometric abs traction gives a physical place
to brands that appear to be purely imma terial. By the same logic ,
Mittos Manc tas 's paintm qs take as SUbjec ts the Intern et and the
power of computers, but usc the features of physical objec ts situated
in a domestic intenor to allow us access to them . The current suc -
ce ss of the ma rket as a formal matnx arnong contempo rary artists
has to do with a des ire to make commercial relations ooncrete once
again, relations that the postmode rn economy tends to make Imma-
terial. And yet this immateriality Itself is a fict ion, Henochsberg sug -
gests, Inso far as what seems mos t abstrac t to us - high prices for
raw mat rials or energy, say - are in reality the objec t of arbitrary
negotia IOns.

The work of art may thus consist o f a formal arrangement that gen-

effi les relationships between peop le, or be born of a social process :
I have descnbed this henomenon as "relational aesthetics," whose
main feat s to considsr 'nterhuman exchange an aesthet ic objec t
in aoo of .tsell ,

With [ verything NT$20 (Chaos mimmal), 2000, Surasi Kusolwong
beap It usands of brightly-color object s onto r angula"
shelv , WIU1monochromatic surfaces. The obects - T-stl irl s, oiasrc
, r j gets, oasket s, toys, cooking uteosss, anti so on - war 1 rXOd UC6
in h is co untry of origin, 1hailanc . lie co tortu piles graoua vdimi
ished , like Felix Gonzalez-Torres's "stscks." as VISitors of the exhib ition
car led away t!le objects ior a small sum; the rn 1ey was placed
in large ” ” soarer l smoked-q'ass urns that ex "citly evoke Robert
Mor is 's sculp ures from the sixt os. Wila. Kusolwcng's arraoc . nt
clearly depic ted was the world 01transacti on: the dissemlr · en ct
rnu lcoloreo products in the exhibitton space the gradual f ill 9
Of contaners by coms and bil,s provided a concrete imag e of com-
IT'erdal excnanqe. Whc Jens Haanlnq orga IZOO a store In Fribourq
lea 'ng pro uc ts imported from France at prices clearly lowe' than
t se ch rged In SWitze rland , he questioned the paradoxes or a
falsely "gloool"' economy and assigned the artist the role 01 smuggler



THE USE OF FORMS

IF A VIEWER SAYS, ''THE FILM I SAW WAS BAD," I SAY, "IT' S YOUR FAULT;WHAT 010 YOU 0 0 SO THAT

THE DIALOGUE WOULD BE GOOD?" (JEAN- LUG GODARD}

THE EIGHTIES AND THE BIRTH OF OJ CULTURE: TOWARD A
FORMAL COLLECTIVISM
Throughout the eighties, the democratization of computers and the
appearance of sampling allowed for the emergence of a new cul-
tural configuration, whose emblematic figures are the programmer
and the OJ. The remixer has become more Importan t than the in-
strumentalist, the rave more exciting than the concert The suprem-
acy of cultures of appropriation and the reprocessing of forms calls
for an ethics: to paraphrase Philippe Thomas, artworks belong to
everyone, Contemporary art tends to abolish the ownership of Forms,
or in any case to shake up the old jurisprudence. Are we head ing
toward a culture that would do away with copyright in favor of a
policy allowing free access to works, a sort of blueprint For a com-
munism of forms?

In 1956, Guy Debord published "Methods of Detournement:" "The lit-
erary and artistic heritage of humanity should be used for partisan
propag anda purposes. ... Any elements, no matter where they are
taken from, can serve in making new combinations. ... Anything
can be used. It goes without saYing that one is not limited to correct -
Ing a work or to integrating diverse fragments of out -of-date works
Into a new one; one can also alter the meaning of these fragments in
any approp riate way, leaving the Imbeciles to their slavish preservation
of 'ci tations."'01

With the Lettrist International, then the Situationist International that
followed in 1958 , a new notion appea red : artistic detournement
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(diversion),02 wl,'cr, might be described as a por:tical use of Ducharnp's
reciorccal readymade (his example of this was "using a Rembrandt
as an Ironing board"). This rouse of pree Isting artistic elements in
a new whole was one 0 ' tho tools U;al contnbutec to surpassing
artistic activity based on the idea of "separate" art executed by spe-
cialized producers. The Situationis Inte rnational app lauded the
detournement of .xisr ng works in the opt ic of impassioning every-

day life, tavorinq the con struction of lived situations ovor the fabri-
cation of works that confirmed the divrsion between acto rs and
soectators of existeocc. For Guy Debord, Asger .Jorn, and Gil Wolman,
I e odmary artisans of th ! ” 'y of detournement, cities, bufd inqs,
and works were to bo considered carts of a backdrop or festive and
playful tools. The Situationists ext fa. derive (or drift), a technique
of navigating through various urban settings as If they were film sets.
These situations , which had to be const ructed , were experienced,
eohsmeral, and lrnmatenal works, an an of the passing of time resis-
tant to any fixed II i auons, Their task was 10 eradicate, With tools
borrowed from the modern lexicon, the mediocrity of an alienated
everyday life in which the artwork served as a screen, or a consola-
tion, representing nothing other than the materialization of a lack.
As Anselm Jappe writes, ' the Situationist cntlcisrn of the work of art
is curiously rominiscer t of ltle psychoanalytical account. according to
which such productlons re tile subhmatron of unfu!fillec wishes."?
The Situationist detoumement was not one opti on in a ca talog o f
artistic techniques, b t the sale oossi . mode o f usinq art , which
represented notll ing mo re than an costaclo to the complet ion of
the avant-garde project. As Asger .Jorn assert s in his essay "Pemture
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detournee" (Diverted Paining. 959), all the works of the past must be
.. invested" or disappear. Tnere cannot, therefore, a "Saluationist
ar ." bu only a SItu8 on'st use of art, which involves its depreciation.
11-18 "Report on the Construction of SiluaOOns...." which Guy Debord
published in 1957, encourageo the use of existing cultural forms by
contestinq any value proper to IIlDm. Detournement, as he would
specify later in Society of the Spoc iscte, IS "not a negation of s , but
the style of negation.".4 Jam defined it as "a game" made possible
by "devalonzation."

While t , detournement a' P rL'DXISt' 9 works is a currently employee
tool, a { s use It not to "nevalcrl ze" the work of a but to utilize it In
the same way that Surrealsts used Dadaist tecoruoues to a construc-
tive end, art today manip:jatos Situatonist rnetnods wunou tar\Jeting
tne complote abolition or a . We should note t at an arus uch as
Raymond H , a splendid practitioner of Ie. denva n Irlstig tor of
an Infinite networ k of interconnected signs, emerges !:IS a precursor
here. Artists today practice postproduc tion as a neutral, zero-sum
process, whe t Situatlonlsts airned to carr ! the value of lhe di-
v ed work, I,e., 10 attack celtural caollEli itseil , As Michel de teau
l as suggested, production is a form of capital by which consumers
carry out a set of procenures that makes t m renters of cuhuro.

While recent musca' trends have made detourn ement ba , artworks
aro no longer perceived as obstacles but as building materials Any
DJ today bases his or her work on prTlciples ..,herited from ie . •tory
of the art,sllc avant-qa-rte: detoumemfTIt, reciprocal or assi led ' dy-
mades, the dernatenahzation of acuvi les, and so on.

According (0 Japanese mUSICIan Ken Ish, , "til e history of techno music
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resembles that of the Internet. Now everyone can compose musics
endlessly, rnosics that are broken down more and more into different
genres based on everyone's personality. The entire world will be filled
with diverse, personal mUSICS, which will inspire even more. I'm sure
that new musics will be born from now on , unceasingly."'"
During a set, a OJ plays records, i.e., products. The OJ's work con-
sists both of proposmq a personal orbit through the musical universe
(a playlist) and of connecting these elements in a certain order, pay-
ing attention to their sequence as well as to the construction of an
atmosphere (working directly on the crowd of dancers or reacting to
their movements). He or she may also act physically on the object
being used, by scratching or using a whole range of actions (filters,
adjusting the mixing levels, adding sounds, and so on). A OJ's set is
not unlike an exhibition of objects that Duchamp would have described
as "assisted readymades:" more or less modified products whose
sequence produces a specific duration. One can recognize a OJ's
style in the ability 10 inhabit an open network (the history of sound)
and in the logic that organizes the links between the samples he or
she plays. Deejaying implies a culture of the use of forms, which con-
nects rap, techno, and all their subsequent by-products.

Clive Campbell, alias OJ Koo Here, already pract iced a primitive form
of sampling in the seventies. the "breakoeat." which involved isolating
a muscat phrase and looping it by gOing back and forth between two
turntables playing cop ies of the same vinyl record.

As OJ Mark the 45 King says: "I'm not stealing all their mUSIC, I'm
using your drum track, I'm using this litt le 'bip ' from him, I'm using
your bassline that you don't even like no tuckinq more.'>
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DEEJAYING AND CONTEMPORARY ART: SIMILAR
CONFIGURATIONS
When the crossfader of the mixing board is set in the middl e, two
samples are played simultaneously: Pierre Huyghe presents an inter-
view with John Giorno and a film by Andy Warhol side by Side .
The pitch control allows one to control the speed of the record:
24 Hour Psycho by Douglas Gordon.
Toasting, rapp ing, MCing: Angela Bulloch dub s Solaris by Andrei
Tarkovsky.
Cutting: Alex Bag records passages from a television prog ram;
Candice Breitz isolates short fragments of images and repeats them.
Playlists: For their collaborative project Cinema Liberte Bar Lounge,
1996 , Douglas Gordon offered a selection of films censored upon
thew release, while Rirkrit Tiravanija constructed a festive selling for
the programming.

In our daily lives, the gap that separates production and consumption
narrows each day. We can produce a musical work without being
able to play a single note of music by making use of existing records.
More generally, the consumer customizes and adapts the products
that he or she buys to his or her personality or needs. Using a remote
control is also product ion, the timid production of alienated leisure
time: with your finger on the button , you construct a program. Soon,
Do-It-Yourself will reach every layer of cultural production : the musi-
cians of Coldcu t accompany their album Let us play (1997) With a
CD-ROM that allows you to remix the record yourself.

The ecstet«: consumer of the eighties is fading out in favor of an intel-
ligent and potentially subversive consumer: the user of forms .
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High CUIlL _ rell•. on an ideology of framing and tbe c 8Stal, on the
exact 0 objects it promot ss, ed In cateqones
an' Elgulated by c es 01 esentation. Low clJI ure, conversely,
develcos I 'he exaltation of ou e> • '15, bad taste, ano transgression

to "d ifferent cat egories."01 Here aqan, the ensemble blends hetero-
goneous aesthetic universes: Chinese-American ki sen. Bud I1lst and
Cnnstran statuary. gra1Itl, tourist infrastruc tures, sculptures by Max
Ernst, and a 'act ar With Framed&Frame, Kelloy strove "to ender
shapes 9 . rally used to signify the formless," to depict vis I oon-
fusion, t ie amorphous state • e Imag , "the unfixed qu Itles of
, ntures In collision."08 Tn . clashes, which reproso t the everyday
xpenence of City dwell s In ' e tw i tv-flrst century, also repres t
the subject of Key's work :glooal culh...e's chaotic melting pot, into
W \Ich hlgll and I w cultu , ast and West, art and nonart, and an
”””””” ”” uum of lcoruc ers and modes of produ lion 3J . poured.
. he seoara Ion in two of the China own Wlshin. W I. asioe rom
obliging one 10 think o f Its Irame as a dis in t visual entuv,"". more
generally molcates Kelley's maJO( theme: detourago.1U which is to y.
the wav our cu ture opera es by transplanting, grnfting , arKJdecon-
textutlhZing t!li ngs. h trame IS a once a marker - a I oex 1 at
pomts to what should be looked at - a a boundary that r events
the lra led object from apsmq II to insta 111 v and bsl rac io , ;.8"

the vertigo of that which is not referenced. wild. "u tamed ' cultu e.
Moonrngs are first produced by a social framework. the litle I
an essay by Kelley puts It, "meaning is conf rsod spat Illy, frame •

OJ culture denies tho binary opposition between the proposal of the
transmitter and th participation 0 ' tile receivet at the h of many
debat s on modern art. Ihe work of the OJ consists in conceiv ing
linkages through wtuch the works flow Into each other, representing
at once a product , a tool, and a rn . . Th producer is only a trans-

mitter fOf tho follow:ng orodccer, 3,.,d arUSl rom now on evolves
in a twork of contig uous forms that dovetail ood:essly. The product
IT... 'J tve to make work, the work may once again become an ob-
ject: a rotation is established, deterrn ad by the use that one makes
of forms .

As Angola Bulloch states, 'wnen Donald Judd made furniture, he said
something like: 'a chair IS not a sculpture, because you can 't see it
when you' re si ting 0 :1 It. ' SOits lunctlCn",' value prevents It from being
an art object, but I don't th'nk IhClt , lakes any sense."

Tne quality of a work depends on the trajectory It describes in tho cul-
tu I landscape. It constructs a linkage between forms, Signs, and
images.

In the installation Test Room Containing Mullip le Stimuli Known to

Bici t Curiosttv and Manipulatory Responses, 1999. Mike Kallay en-
gages in a veritable archaeoloqy of modernist Cl ure, organizing a
confloence ” ronographic sources hat ore heterog neous to say the
least: Nogucll i's sets or ballets by Mar1haGm m, sc '11c experi-
ments on ”””””” ” 's reaction to 1V Violence. liarlow's expenments on
r ive hfe of monkeys, performance, Video, aoo Mirwnalist sculpture.
Another o r rns wo rks, F <med &Frame (Minia ture I ep roduc uon

"Chtnatown Wishing Well" built by Mike Kelley nftar "Miniature Repro-

oocton Seven Star Cevem" built by Prof. H. K. u), 1999, reconstructs
and deconst ic ts the Chinatown Wishing W 'I in Los Angeles n
two distinct installations, as If the popular vo IVO sculpture and Its
touristic setting (a low wall surrccndod by wire lenci ng) belonged
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- which does not mean that it d oes not produce its own framing
sys tem. Kelley's work proceeds by short -ci rcu iting these two focal
points, the tight framing of museum culture mixed with the blur that
surrounds pop culture. Detourage, the sem inal ges ture In Kelley's
work, appears to be the major figure of contemporary culture as well :
the embedd ing of popu lar iconography in the system of high art , the
decontextualization of the mass -produced object , the displacement of
works from the canon toward commonplace co ntexts. The art of
the twentieth century IS an art of montage (the succession of images)
and detourage (the superimposition of images).

Kelley's "Garbage Drawings," 1988. for example, have their origin in
the depict ion of garbage in comic stnps . One might compare them to
Bertrand Lavier's "Walt Disney Product ions" series, 1985 , In wh ich the
paintings and sculptures that fonm the backdrop of a Mickey Mouse
adventure in the Museum of Modern Art, published in 1947, become
real works. Kelley writes: "Art must concern itself w ith the real, but it
throws any notion of the real into question. It always turns the real into
a facade , a representation, and a const ruct ion. But it also raises ques-
tions about the motives of that con struction."" And these "motives"
are expressed by mental frames. pedestols. and glass cases. By cut-
ting out cultural or social forms (votive sculptures, cartoons, theater
sets , drawings by abused children) and plncing them in another con-
text , Kelley uses forms as cognitive tools, freed from their original
packaging.

Joh n Armleder manipu lates similarly heterogeneous sources: mass-
produced objects, stylistic markers, works of art, furniture. He might
pass for the prototype of the postmo dern artist; above all, he was
amon g the first to understand that the modern noti on of the new
needed to be replaced With a more useful notion as ”””””” as possible.

After all, he exp lains, the idea of newness was merely a stimulus .
It seemed inconceivaJble to him "to go to the country, s't down In front
of an oak tree and say: 'but I've already seen that!"' " The end of
the modernist telos (the no tions of progress and the avant -ga rde)
opens a new space for thought: now what IS at stake is to positivize
the remake, to articulate uses, to place forms In relation to each other,
rather than to embark on the heroic quest for the forbidden and
the sublime that characterized modernism. Armleder relates acqu iring
objects and arranging them in a ce rtain way - the art of shopping
and display - to the cinematic produc tions pejoratIVely referred to
as B-movies . A B-movie is inscnbed Within an established genre
(the western , the horror film, the thri ller) of wh ich it is a cheap by -
product, wh ile remaining free to introduce variants in this rigid frame-
work, which both allows it to exist and limits it. For Anmleder, modern
art as a whole const itutes a bygone genre we can play with, the
way Don Siegel, Jean-Pierre Melville, John Woo, or Ouentin Tarantino
take pleasure in abusing the conven tions of film nair. Armleder's
works testify to a shifted use of forms, based on a principlc of mise-
en-scene that favors the tensions between commonplace elements
and more serious items: a kitchen chair is placed under an abstrac t,
geometricnl pninting, spurts of paint in the style of Larry Poons run
alongside an elect ric guitar. The austere and mmlrnafist aspect of
Armleder's works from the eighties retlect the cliches inherent in this
8-movie mode rnism . "It might seem that I buy pieces of furn iture
for their formal virtues, and from a formalist perspective." Armleder
explains. "You might say that the choice of an object has to do with an
overall decision that is formalist , but trus system favors dec rsions
that are completely external to form : my final choice makes fun of
the somewhat rigid system that I use to star: with . If I am looking
for a Bauhaus sofa of a certain length , I might end up bringing back
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a Louis XVI. My wo rk undermines I 011:all the theoretical reasons
end up being negated or mocked by the execution of the wo rk."
In Armleder's work, the Juxtaposition of abstract pa'n" ngs and post-
Bauhaus furniture transforms these objects into rhytbmic elements,
just as the "selector" ill the early days of hip-hop mixed two records
wit h the crossfader of the mixi board , "A pa lntrng by ernard
Bl ttet alone is not very good, but a palnt'llg by Bernard Buffet with
a Jan Vercruysse becomes extraordinary? " The early ni eues saw
Armleder's work tcan toward a more open use of subc ultur J , isco
0".115, a well of tires, videos of B movies - the work of art became
the site of a permanent scratching . Wt1en Arml sder placed l.ynoa
Beng.ls's Plexiglas scu l tures from the seveouo against a back-
ground of Op-art wal , he functior.ed as a rernixer of realities.

Bertrand Lavier functions in a similar way whe he supenrnposes a re-
lrlgatltor onto an armchair (Brandt on Rue de Passy) or one perfume
onto another (Chanel No. 5 on Shall' nar), gmfting objects in a playful
questioning of the ca egory of "sculpture." f lis V Pamting, 1986 ,
shows en oaintlllgs by J an autrier, Charles Lapicque, Nicolas De
Slael, lJ:lV'JI?nsberg, On Kawara, Yves Klein, and Lucio Fontana, each
broadcast by a television set whose < ' e corresponds to the format of
It ri in, WOI k. In Laviers work , categones , genres, and modes
of reoresa tation are what generate forms and not the reverse.
Photog hic frar ling ti1USproduces a sculpture, not a photograph.
The idea 0 ' "painting plano" results In a piano covered In a layer of
expr ' ni ic Ill. SIght of a whitened store window generates
an abst , ct p . ltlng. Uke Armled and Kelley, t.avier takes as rna-
Ie ' I the established categories that del 'f our perception of culture,
Arrn looP.f considers them subgenres n the B-movle of modernism;
Kelley oeconstruclS their Igures and compares them with the practices
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of popular culture: Lavier shows how artist ic categories (pa nl lng ,
sculpture, pho tog raphy), treated ironically as undeniable facts , pro-
duce the very forms that constitute their own suotto critique,

It might seem that Ihese strategies of reactivation and the deejaYlng
of visu I forms represent a reaction to the overproduction or in ' ion
of images. The world is saturated wiU, objects, as Dougla;; Hueblm
said in the sixties, adding that he did not w'sh 0 produce
While tha chao' proliferation of production led Coocep ual artists to
the dernaterlali , t JI1 of the work of art, it loads postproduction artists
toward ””””””” ”” of mixing and cornhining products. Overproduction
is no longer ssen as a otcbtom, but as a cultural ecosystem.

WHEN SCREENPLAYS BECOME FORM: A USER'S GUIDE
TO THE WORLD
Postproduction artists invent new uses for works, Including dro cr
visual forms t e past, wltr,in their own constructions ut ley lso
r oit tustoncal or :deologica, narratives, i'l serting 1eel 5 that
compose them into alternative scenarios.

Human society is structured by narratives, rnrratenalscenarios, " '1

ar ore or less claimed as s e ll and are transta elj by 8.'5t es,
r atloosrups to work or leisure, institutions. and id 185. Econorrec
decision-makers prcject scenarios onto the world market. Pol tical
authorities devise plans and discourses ” r tho future We live \,ovlll In
these narratives. TllUS, the division of labor is the dominant ernol y-
rnent scenario; the he orosexual rnarnod couple, J dornmant sexual
scena 0; television an tourism, the favored ' ; OI.Jre scenario. "We
are a I caught Within ! e scenario play of late capitali sm."writ ...
Gillick. "S • artists rna . ulate ” ””” techniques of 'previsor • so as to
let the rnotva on show."" For art ' ts today contnb ling to thi: ) of
a culture of activity. the forms tha ' rround us are t1e rna ” ” ations
of these narratives, Folded and hidden away rn all ClJ1ural products
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as well as in our everyday surroundings, these narratives reproduce
communal scenarios that are more or less implicit: a cell phone, an
article of clo thing, the credits of a television show, and a company
logo all spur behaviors and promo te collective values and visions of
the world.

Gillick's works question the dividing line between fict ion and fact
by redistribut ing these two not ions via the concept of the scenario.
This is seen from a social point of view, as a set of discourses of fore-
casllng and planning by which the soc ioeconomic universe and the
imagination factories of Hollywood invent the present. "The produc-
tion of scenarios is one of the key components in maintaining the level
of mobility and reinvention required to provide the dynamic aura of
so-called free-market economies.v"

Postproduction artis ts use these forms to decode and produoe dif-
ferent story lines and alternative narratives. Jus t as through psycho-
analysis our unconscious tries, as best it can, to escape the presumed
fatality of the familial narrative. art brings collective scenarios to con -
sciousness and offers us other pathways through reality, with the help
of forms themselves. which make these imposed narratives materia l.

By manipulating the shattered forms of the colleotive scenario, that is,
by considering them not indisputable facts but precarious structures
to be used as tools, these art ists produce singu lar narrative spaces
of which their wo rk is the mise-en-scene. It is the use of the world
that allows one to create new narratives, while its passive contemp la-
tion relegates human productions to the communal spectacle. There
is not living creation , on the one hand . and the dead weight o f the
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history of forms , on the other: postp roduction artists do not make a
distinction between their work and that of others, or between their own
gestures and those of viewers.

RIRKRIT TIRAVANIJA
In the works of Pierre Huyghe, tr am Gillick, Dom inique Gonzalez-
Foerster, Jorge Pardo, and Philippe Parreno, the artwork represents
the site o f a negotiation between reality and fiction, narrative and
commen tary. The viewer of an exhibition by Rirkrit Tiravanija such as
Untitled (One Revolution Per Minute), 1996, will spend some time
trying to distinguish the border between the artist's production and his
or her own. A crepe stand, surrounded by a table filled with visitors.
Sits at the center of a labyrinth made of benches, catalogs, and tap -
estries; paintings and sculptures from the oighties accentua te the
space. Where does the kitchen stop, and where does the art begin,
when the work consists essentially of the co nsumption of a dish,
and visitors are encouraged to carry out everyday gestures just as the
artist is do ing? This exhibition clearly manifests a will to Invent new
connect ions between art istic activity and a set of human activities by
co nstructing a narrative space that cap tures quo tidian tasks and
struct ures in script form, as different from traditional art as the rave
is from the rock concert.

The title of a work by Tiravanija is nearly always accompanied by the
parenthetical mention of "lots of people." People are one of Ire com-
ponents o f the exhibition. Rather than being limited to viewing a set
of objects offered for their appreciation, they are invited to mingle
and to help themselves. The meaning of the exhibition IS cons tituted
by the use its "poputatron" makes of It, Just as a recipe takes on
meaning when a tangible reality is formed : spaces meant for the per-
formance of everyday functions (playing music, eating, resting, read-
inq, talking) become artworks, objects. The visitor at an exhibition by
Tiravar qa is thus faced with the process that constitutes the meaning





PIERRE HUYGHE
While Tiravanija offers us models of possible narratives whose forms
blend art and everyday life, Pierre Huyghe organizes his work as a
cr itique of the narrative models offered us by society. Sncoms . for
example, provide a mass aud ience with Imaginary co ntexts with
which it can identify. The scripts are written based on what is calted
a bible. a document that specifies the general nature of the action and
the characters, and the framework in which these must evolve.

The world that Huyghe describes is based on constraining narrative
structures, whose "soft " version is the sitcom; the function of artistic
practice is to make these structures function in order to reveal their
coercive logic and then to make them available to an audience likely
to reappropriate them. Trus vision of the world is not far removed
from Michel Foucault's theory of the organization of power: from top
to bott om of the social scale, a "mic ropolitics" reflects ideological
fictions that prescribe ways of living and tacitly organize a system of
domination . In 1996, Huyghe offered fragments of screenplays by
Stanley Kubrick. Jacques Tati, and Jean-Luc Godard to part icipants
in his casting sessions (Multiple SCenarios). An individual reading the
screenplay for 2001: A Spa ce Odyssey on a stage only amplifies a
process that traverses the entirety of our social life: we recite a text
written elsewhere. And this text is called an ideology. The challenge ,
then, is to learn to become the critical interpreter of thrs Ideological
scenario , by playing with other scenarios and by constructing situation
comedies that Will eventually be superimposed on the narratives
irnposed on us. Huyghe's work aims to bring to light these implicit
scenarios and to invent others that would make us freer: citizens
would gain autonomy and freedom if they could part icipat e in the
construction of the "bible" of the social sitcom Instead of deciphering
its lines.

By photographing construction workers on the job, then exhibiting thiS
image on an urban billboard overlooking the construction site for
50

the duration of the projec t (Chant ler Barbes- Rochechouart. 1994).

Huyghe offers an image of labor in real time: the activity of a group
of workers on a construction site is seldom documented, and the rep-
resentation here doubles or dubs it the way live commentary WOUld.
In Huyghe's work, delayed representation is the primary site of SOCial
talsnication: the issue is not only to restore speech to individuals but
also to show the invisible work of dubbing while it is being done.
Dubbing, 1996. a video in which actors dub a film in French, plainly
illuminates this general process of dispossession: the grain of the
voice represents and manifests the singularity of speech that the im-
peratives of globalized communication Force one to eradicate. It is
the subt itle versus the original version, the global standardization of
codes. This ambition In some ways recalls Godard of the militant
years. when he planned to reshoot Love Story and distribute cameras
to factory workers in order to thwart the bourgeois image of the
world, this FalSified image that the bourgeoisie calls a "reflection of the
real." "Sometimes," Godard writes, "the class struggle is the struggle
of one image against another image and one sound against another
sound." " In this spirit. Huyghe produced a film (Blanche Neige Lucie.

1997) about Luc ie Dolene, a French singer whose voice was used
by the Disney studios for the dubbed version of Snow White. in which
Lucie tries to obtain the rights to her voice. A similar process governs
the artist's version of Sidney Lumet 's 1975 film Dog Day Afternoon.

in which the protagonist of the original bank robbe ry (to which Lumet
boug ht the rights) Finally has the opportunity to play his own role,
one that was confiscated by AI Paoino: in both cases, individuals reap-
propriate their story and tlleir work, and reality takes revenge on fic-
tion . All of Huyghe's work, for that matter. resides In this interstice
that separates reality from fiction and ISsustained by its activism in
favor of a democracy of social scund tracks: dubbtngversus redubbing.



Fiction's swing toward reality creates gaps In the spectacle. "The
question is ra sed of whether the actors might not have become Inter-
preters," says Huygr..c, regarding his biJJboards of workers or passers-
by exhibited in urban space. We must stop Interpreting the world, stop
playing walk-on parts In a script written by power. We ”””””” become
its actors or co-wntors, The same goes for works of art: wren Huyghe
reshoots a film by Alfred Hitchcock or Pier Paolo Pasollru shot by
shot or Juxtaposes a film by Warhol wit h a recorded interviow with
John Glorno. it means that he considers himself responsible for
their work. that (l restores their dimension as scores to be replayed,
tools allowing the comprehension of the cur rent world. Pardo ex-
presses a similar idea when he states that many things are more in-
teresting than hrs work , but that Il lSworks are "a model for looking
at things.' Huyghe and Pardo restore works of the past to the world
of ac tivity. Through pirate television (Mobile Tv, 1995-98), casting
sessions. or the creation of the Associa tion des Temps Ifberes (Asso-
ciation of Freed me). Huyghe fabricates structures that break lhe
chain o terpreta on in favor of forms of acnvnv: Within these setups,
exchange itself becomes the site of use. and the scnpt-torrn becomes
a possibihty of redefrning te division between leisure and work that
the collective scenario upholds. Huyghe works as amon/eur. or film
editor. And montage, wntes Godard, is a "fundamenta' political notion.
M m age is never alone, it only exists on a background (Ideology) or
In re I to those that precede or follow it." I' By producing images
that are lacking in our comp rehension of the real, Huyqhe carnes
out political w rk: contrary to the received idea, we are not saturated
With Images. u subjected to the lack of certain images, whIch must
be produced to III in the blanks of the official image of the community.

Fen6tre sur cour (Rear Window), 1995. is a video shot in a Parisian
apartment bU"dlng that repeats the action and dialogue of Hitchcock's
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film shot by shot. reinterpreted In its entirety by young French actors
and set in a Parisian housing project. The "remake" affirms the ea of
a production of models that can be replayed endlessly, a synopsis
available for everyday activity.

The un inished houses that serve as sets for IncivlIs, 1995, a "remake"
of Pasounrs Uccellacci e uccetu», represent "a provisional state, a
suspended time." since these buildings have been left un'inished in
orde r for their owners to avoid Italian tax laws . In 1996, Huyghe
offered visitors of the exhibitio n Traffic a bus ride toward the docks
of Bordeaux. Throughout their nighttime trip. travelers coula view a
Video that showed the unaqe of the route they were following, shot in
the daytime. This Silift between rllght and day. as well as the slight
delay due to red lights and tralfic, introduced an uncertainty concern-
Ing the reality or the experience: the perimposmon of real time and
the mise-en-scene produced a poten tial narrative. While the rnage
becomes a tenuous link that connects us to raalrty. a splintered gl
to the lived expe rience . the meaning of the work has to do WI h a
system of differences: the difference between the direct nd he
deferred. between a piece by Gordon Matta-Clark or a film by Warhol
and the projection of these works by Huyghe. between three versions
of the same film (L'Atlantlque). between the image of work and the
reahty of this work (Barbes-RochcclJouClrl). between the I . ning of
a sentence and lIS translation (Dubbing). between a lived momont
and its scripted version (Dog Day Afternoo n). It is in difference tha t
human experience occ urs, Art is the product of a gap.

By retilrnif1g a movie shot by shot, we represent sornethlnq other than
what was dealt With in the original work. We show the time that has
passed, but above all we manifest a capacity to evolve among signs.
to Inhabit them. Reshoot ing Hitchcock 's classic Rear Window in a
Parisian hOUSing project With unknown actors. Huyghe exposes a SKel-
eton of action rid of its Hollywood aura, thereby asserting a conception



of art as the produc tion of models that may be endlessly repeated,
scenarios for everyday action. Why not use a fiction film to look at con-
struc tion workers erecting a building just outside our window? And
why not br ing together the words of Pasolini's Uccellacci e uccelini
and a few unfinished bUildings in a contempora ry Italian suburb?
Why not use art to look at the world, rather than stare sullenly at the
forms It presents?

DOMINIOUEGONZALEZ-FOERSTER
Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster's "Chambres" series, home movies
and impressionist environments, sometimes strike the cri tic as too
intimate or too atmospheric. Yet she explores the domestic sphere
by placing it in relation with the most burn ing soc ial questions: the
fact is that she works on the grain of the image more than on its
composition. Her installations set In motion atmospheres, climates,
Inexpressible sensations of art, through a catalog of often blurry or
unframed images - images in the midst of being focused . In front
of a piece by Gonzalez-Foerster. It is the viewer's task to blend the
whole sensorially, the way a viewer's eye must optically blend the point-
illist stipplings of a Seurat. With her short film Riyo, 1998, It is even
up to the viewer to imagine the features of the protagonists, whose
faces are never presented to us, and whose phone conversation fol-
lows the course of a boat ride on a river across Kyoto. The facades
of buildings filmed in a continuous shot provide the framework of the
action; as in all of her work, the sphere of Intimacy is literally prOjected
onto common objects and rooms, souvenir images, and floor plans
of houses. She is not con tent to show the contemporary individual
grappling with his or her private obsessions, bu t Instead reveals the
complex structures of the mental cinema through which this individual
gives shape to hrs or her experience: what the artist calls automon-
tage, which starts w ith an observation on the evolution of our ways
of living.

"The technologization of our interiors," Gonzalez-Foerster writes,
"transforms our relationship to sounds and images," '· and turns the
individual into a sort of editing table or mixing board, the programmer
of a home movie, the inhabitant of a permanent film set. Here again,
we are faced with a problematic that compares the world of work
and that of technology, considered a source of the re-enchantment
of the everyday and a mode of producti on of the self. Her work is a
landscape in which machines have become objects that can be ap-
propriated, domesticated. Gonzalez-Foerster shows the end of tech-
nology as an apparatus of the state, its pulverization in everyday life
via such forms as computer diaries, radio alanm clocks, and digital
cameras used as pens. For Gonzalez-Foerster. domest ic space rep-
resents not a site of withdrawal into the self but a site of confrontation
between social scripts and private desires, between received images
and projected images, It IS a space of prorection. All domestic in-
teriors function on the basis of a narrative of the self; they make up
a SCripted version of everyday life as well as an analysis: recreating
the apartment of filmmaker Rainer Werner Fassbinder (RWF, 1993),

rooms that have been lived in, seventies decor, or a walk through a
park. Gonzalez-Foerster uses psychoanalysis in numerous projects
as a technique that allows the emergence of a new scenario: faced
with a blocked personal reality, the analysand works to reconstruct
the narrative of his or her life on the unconscious level, allowing the
mastery of images, behaviors. and forms that, until then, have eluded
him or her. The artist asks the visitor of the exhibition to trace the
floor plan of the house he or she Inhabited as a child , or asks the
gallerist Esther Schipper to entrust her with childhood objects and
memo ries. The primary locus of experience for Gonzalez-Foerster is
the bedroom: reduced to an affective skeleton (a few objects, colors),
she materializes the act of memory - both emotional and aesthet ic



me-nary, referencing Minimalist art in her aesthetic organization.

Her universe composed of affective ob jects and co lored floor plans
is sirrular to the experimen tal films and home movies of Jonas Mekas:
Gonzalez-Foerster's work , which is striking in its homogeneity, seems
to cons titute a film of domestic forms on wh ich images are projected .
She presents structures where memories, places, and everyday facts
are Inscribed. This mental film is the object o f more elaborate treat-
men t than the narrative structure, itself sufficien tly op en to accommo-
date the viewer's lived experience, indeed, to provoke his or her own
memory, as in a psychoanalytlcat session . Should we, In the presence
o f her work, pract ice the floating e. analogous to the floating
listening thro ugtl whi ch ana lysts fac itate the flow of memones?
Gonzalez-Foerster's wor ks are characterized by trus vagueness -
at once mnrnate and Impersonal, austere and free - that blurs the
con tours of nnarratives of everyday life.

lIAM GILLICK
Liam Gillick's work presents itself as an ensemble of layers (archives,
stage sets. posters, billboards . books) from wh ich he produces pieoos
that might make up the set of a film cr the ma terialization of a scr ip t.
In other words, the narrative that constitutes his work oroulates around
and through the objects he exhibits, without these objec ts benq merely
Illustrative. Each work functions as a folded scenario that contains
ind exes from areas o f paralle l knowledge (art , Indust ry. urbanism ,
pol it ics, and so on). Through individuals who played a major role in
history while remaining 'n tile shadows (Ibuka, the former vice chair-
man of Sony, Erasmus Darwin, the libertarian brother of the evolution -
ist; Robert McNamara, sec retary of defense during the Vietnam War),
i tck fab ricates tools of explorati on that ta rget the intelligib ility o f

our era. A part of his work aims to destroy the border between the
narrative arrangements of fic tion and those of historical Interpretation.
' 0 osta 'Ish new connec tions between documentary and fic tion.
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A sense of the artwork as analyt ical of scenanos allows him to sub-
stit ute the historian 's empirical succession ("thiS is what happeneo")
with narratives that propose alternative possibilities of thinking about
the cu rren t world , usable scenarios and courses of action.' e eal,
to really be thought, must be inserted rrto fictional narratives; the work
of art, wh ich inserts soc ial fact s into the fiction of a coheront world,
must In turn generate po tential uses of this world , a rnental loqistic s
that favor s change. Like the exhi bitions of Tiravanija, those of Gillick
imply the participation of the aud ience: his work is composed o f
negotiation tables, discussion platforms , emp ty stages , bulletin boards,
d rawing tables, sc reens, and 'nformation rooms - collec tive, op
struc tures. "I try to encourage people." he wntes , "to acc ept tha the
work of art presented in a g<lllery is not the resolute f cas and
objects." By maintaining the myth of the artwork as a prob m re-
solved , we annihilate the ac tion of the Ind!vidl.a! or groups on history.
If the form s GilliCk exh ib its closely resemble the decor of everyday
alienation (logos, elements from bureaucratic a .hives or offices.
conference rooms, specinc spaces of eco nomic abstr act ion), their
uttes and the narratives they refer to evoke decrsion s to be made,
uncertainties , po ssib le engagements. The forms he produ ces always
seem suspended : there is an ambiguity to how "finished" or "unrn-
ishcd" they are. For his exhibition Erasmus is /a te In Barlin, 1996. eac h
wall in the Schipper & Krome ga llery was painted a di fferent col or,
but the layer of paint stopped away, the brushstrokes obviou s.
Nothing ISmore violently foreign to the dustna' world than Incomple-
tion, than quickly assembled tables or abandoned paint jobs. A man-
ufactured objec t cannot be incompl ete in this way. The "incomplete"
status of Gillick 's works raises the question: at wha t point in the
development of the indu trial process did mechan ization destroy the
last traces of human interventi on? What role does modern art play
in th is process? Modes of mass production destroy the ob jec t as
scenano in order to assort ItS foreseeable, controllab le, routi ne char-
ac ter. We must reint roduce the unforeseeable, the uncertainty, play:
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thus ce rtain of Gillick 's pieces may be produced by others, in the
functionalist tradit ion inaugurated by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. Insldo now,

we walked into a room with Coca-Cola painted walls, 1998, IS a wall
drawing that must be paint ed by several assistants, acc ording to pre-
cise rules: U1e objec t is to approximate the color of the famous soda,
br ushst roke by brushstro ke; the soda's mode of production fol lows
exac tly the same process, since it ISproduced by local fac tories based
on the formula prov ided by the Coca -Col a Company, For an exhibi-
tion he cu rated at Gio Marconi Ga llery in 1992, Gillick asked sixteen
English artists to send him instructions so that he cou ld produce their
p ieces himse lf on site.

The materials G illick uses are deri ved from co rpo rate architec ture:
Plexiglas, steel, cab les, treated wood , and colored aluminum. By con-
necti ng the aesthetic of Minimalist art w ith the muted design of multi-
national corporations, the artist draws a parallel between universalistic
modernism and Reaganomics, the projec t of emancipa tion of the
avant-gardes and tho protocol o f our alienation in a modern economy.
Parallel struc tures: Tony Smith's Black Box becom es Gillick 's "pro-
jected think tank." The documentation tables found in Concep tual art
exhibitions orqanized by Seth Siegelaub are uscd here to read fict ion ;
Minimalist sculpt ure is transformed into an element of role playing .
The modernist grid Issued from the utopia of Bauhaus and Construe-
tivrsrn IS c onfronted w ith its political rep rocessing, i.e. , the set o f
motifs by which eco nomic pow er has es tab lished its domination .
Weren't Bauh aus students the ones who co nce ived of the "Atlanti c
Wall" bunkers during World War II? This archaeology of modernism
is part icularly visib le in a series of p ieces prod uced on the basis of
Gillick 's book DIscussion Island Big Conference Center (1997), fic tion
that presen ts a "think tank on think tanks " Indexing Donald Judd's
formal vocabu lary and Installed on the ceiling , these pieces bear titles
that refer to funct ions ca rried out in a co rporate con text: Discussion

Island Resignation Platform, Conference Screen, Dialogue Platform,
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Moderation Platform, and so on . Ih e phenom enology dear to Mini-
malist artists becomes a monstrous bureaucratic behaviorism, Gestalt
an advertising procedure. Gillick 's wor ks , like those of Car l Andre,
represent zones more than sculptures: here. one is meant to resign ,
discuss, project images, speak, legislate, negotiate, take advice, direct,
prepare something, and so on . But these forms, wh ich project pos-
sible scenarios, Imply the creation of new sce narios.

MAURIZIO CATIELAN
In Unli tled, 1993 , the canvas is lacera ted three times In til e shape of
a Z , an allus ion to the Z of Zo rro in the style of Luc io Fontana. In
this apparent ly very simple work, at once minimalis t and Immediately
accessoie. we find all the figures that compose Catte lan's work : the
exaggerated detourneme nt of works of the past , the moralist fable ,
and, above all, the insolent way of breaking into the value sys tem ,
which remains the primary feature of his style and whi ch involves tak-
ing forms literally. While the lace ration of a canvas for Fontana is a
symbolic and transgressivo act. Catte lan shows us trus act in its most
current acceptation, the use of a weapon , and as the gesture of a
com ic villain. Fontana's vertical gesture ope ned onto the infiniten ess
of space, onto the modernist optimism that imagined a place beyond
the canvas , the sublime wi thin reach. Its repr ise (in zigzags ) by
Cattelan mocks the Fon tana by indexing the work to a Walt Disney
television series about Zorro, quasi-contempora ry to it. The zigzag
is the most frequently used movement In Cattelan's work : it is comic
and Chaplinesque In its essence, and it corresponds to errancy, or
waywardness. The artist as slalom racer may be tricky, his uncertain
bearing may be lauqhable , bu t he encircles the forms he brushes
up against while dispa tch ing them to their sta tus as accessory and
decor, Untitled is cert ainly a prog ramma tic work, from the view-
point of form as well as method: the zigzag is Cattet an 's sign . If
w e consider the artist's numerous "remakes" of oth er art ists' works,
we notice that the method is always iden tical: the formal structure



seem fa iliar, but layers of meaning appear almost Insidiously, radi-
cally ov lim ing our perception. Cattelan's forms always show us
familiar DIements dubbed, in VOice-over, by cruel or sarcastic anec -
dotes. In Man Oncle by Jacques l eu, a man sees a concierge pluck
a chick n. He then imitates the ca ling of the aoimat, making the
poor woman jump as she is persuaded that It has come back to life.
Many of Cartelan's works produce an analogous eHect, when he cre-
ates "sound tracks" for works - Zorros song for a Fontana, the Red
Brigade for a work that evokes Roben Smithson or Jannls Kounellis,
tomblike reflection before a hole in the style of the earthworks of the
sixties. When he installed a live donkey In a New York 9allery beneath
a crystal chandelier In 1993, Cattelan Indirectly alluded to the twelve
horses that Kounellis exhibited at the Attico gallery in Rome In 1969.
But the title of the work (Warning! Enter at your own risk. 00 not
touch, do not feed, no smoking, no photographs, no dogs, thank you)
radically reverses the work 's meaning, ricding it of Its histori city
and its vltal;st symbolism to turn it toward the system of representation
in the most spectacular sense of the term: what we are seeing is a
burlesque spec tacle under high surveillance whose outer limits are
purely legal. The live animal IS presented not as beautiful, or 8Snew,
but as both dangerous for the publ ic and Incredibly problematic for
the gallerist. The reference to Kounellis ISnot gratuitous, as It seems
clear that Arte Povera represents the principal formal mat rix o f
Cattelans work, With regard to the composition of his images and
the spatial arrangement of readymade elements. The fact is that he
””””” uses mass-produced objects, or technology. His formal register
IScomposed of more natural elements (Jannis Kounellis, Giuseppe
Penone) or anthropomorphic ones (Giulio Paolini, Alighiero !:loetti).
It is not a matter of influences, much less an nomaqe to Arte Povera,
but a sort of ling :stic "hard drive" that IS q . e discrete and that re-
flects Cattelan's I lian visual education.

eo

In 1968, Pier Paolo Calzolari exhibited Untitled (Malina), an installation
in which he presented an albino dog attached to the wal! by a leash
in an environment that featured a pile of earth and blocks of ice .
One mi(Jht think again of Cat telan's menagerie o f horses, donkeys ,
dogs, ostriches, pigeons, and squirrels - except that hiSanimals do
not symbolize anything or refer to any transcendent valuo, but merely
embody types, personages , or Situations. The symbolic universe
developed by Arte F'overa or Joseph Beuys disintegrates in Cattelan's
work under the pressure of a troub lemaker who constantly com-
pares forms and their contradictions and violently refuses any positive
value.

This way of turning modernist forms against the ideologies that saw
them emerge - the modern Ideologies of emancipation, of the sub-
lime - as well as against the an world and its beliefs, testifies more
to Cattelao's caricatured ferocity than to a so-called oynicism. Some
of his exhlbiuons might at first glance evoke a Michael Asher or Jon
Knight, insofar as they reveal the economic and social structures of
the art system by centering on the gallerist or the exhibition space.
But very quickly, the concep tual reference gives way to another,
more di ffuse imp ression, that of a real personalization of Critic ism,
which refers to the form of the fable as well as to a real will for nui-
sance. In 1993, Catt elan produced a piece IIIat occup.ed the entire
Massimo de Carlo gallery in Milan; it could only be viewed from the
window. After exolaining his idea in an interview, the artist concluded
by admitting : ,., also wanted to see Massimo de Carlo outside 'he
gallery for a month." A troublemaker, the eternal bad student skulking
at the back of the classroom. We have the impression that Cat n
considers his formal repertoire as piles of homework to be comp leted .
a set of imposed figures. a sort of detention which the artist/ cunce
takes oieasure in turning into a Joke. One of his eaf iest Significant
pieces. EdlZloni dell'obligio. 1991, was composed of schoolbooks
whose cove rs and ntres had been modified by children, a sort 01
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of myt o,ogy, video games, comic s trips, movies, and advertising:
Superman, Catwoman, "color stealers" from a Kodak commercial,
a paintba ller, Casper the Ghost , or a replicant from Blade Runner.
Some times . a slight ly macabre element causes a shift: the surter is
dead, an Injured charac ter wears a bandage around his head, the
ground where Superman stands is littered with cigarette butts and beer
bot as, the cowboy lies face down. Some are presented against
th . true backgrounds: the blue of a bluescreen used for video super-
imposition, man' fAsting at once the charac ters ' unreality and their
potental 'or displac m nt onto various backgrounds and into endless
scenari s. Others are pr .nted as actors in an iconogra phic role
play, wanderin g around th . museum or the space of a group extub-
tion , surrounded by other works: after Duchamp, who intended to
"use a flcmbrandt as an ironing board." Joseph paces hiS charac ters
amid modern art that has become decor. His wo rk always aims for
the horizon of an exhi 'l ion in which the aud ience is haro: th art be-
comes a special effect in an interactive rruso-en-socoo. rho process
of reanimating the figure is twofold : it reanimates the works next to
which the characters appear, and it makes the entire world a play-
ground, a stage, or a set.

This system is also a political project: the artist speaks of the intelHgen:
cohabitation of subjects and the backgrounds against which they
move about. of the Intelligent coexistence of human beings and the
works t y are given to admire. The reanimation of icons, which char-
acre es 111 ga'iery of stock characters that make up UttleDemocracy,
represents a democratic form in ItS essence, Without demagogy or
ponderous demonstration. Joseph IS suggesting that we Inhabit pre-
eXisting nCfratives nd unceasingly refabricate the forms that suit us.
Here the 9 al of the Image IS to introduce playacting Into systems of
represent. ion to keep the from becoming frozen, to detach forms
from tl1e&11 ling backgr und whe re they become stuok if we take
them for qranted, A su ci reading of the oharacters might lead

'"

one to ””””” 'hat Joseph is an artist of the unreal, of papule, enter-
tainments. Yet tne fairy-tale figures. cartoon charact ers, and scieoce
flcbon 11 0 s 18t popu late this democracy do no: call for a fiight
from reality but urge us to experience our reality through tc tion. In a
com x stage rn anaqornsnt of live characters , Casper the Ghos t ,
Cupid , and the fairy func tion as so meny images embedded in the
system of the drviston of labo r: these im ginnry beings , Jo seph ex-
plains. obey "a cyc lica l, controlled, and unchanging program," and
their functional status hard ly d iffers frcm that of an assembly line
worker at Renault, or a waiter in a restauran t who takes an orde r,
serves a meal, and br ings the bill . These characters are extremely
typecast ; they are robot -portraits, images perfectly associated wit h
a mod charact 1', with a defined function . The truo mythology from
which ney aris is le idoology of the division of labor and the stan -
da rd . n of proc uc ts. Iho rea:m of the Imaginary, Indexed to the
rcg im of produc son, indis . inately affects plumbers and super-
,1erOCS. he fairy il uminates things w ith her mag ic wand , the auto
worker adjus ts parts on an assemb ly line: work IS the same every-
wham, e dit is this world of unchanging processes and potential dead
ends that Joseph describ es; lmaqes provide a way out.

The images Joseph offers must be experienced: they must be app ro-
priated and reanimated and included In new arrangements. In other
words, meaomqs must be displaced. And tiny shifts create enormous
movements. Why do so many artists strive to remake, recopy, dis-
mantle, and reconstruct the componen ts of our visual universe?
What makes Pierre Huyqne reshoot Hitchcook and Pasolini? What
com pels Philippe Parreno :0 reconstruct an assembly line Intended
for leisure? To produce an a ternative space and time, that is, to rOln·
troduce the multiple and the possib le into the closed circuit of the
soc '. and for this, tne artist must go back as fm as possible in the
collec ive mach inery. With the help of installations that afteot t ><hi -
brtlon site. Joseph otters us experimental objects, aotive product s,
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and artworks that suggest new ways of apprehending the real and
new types of investment in the art world. Little Democracy is some-
thing we can inhabit.
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THE USE OF THE WORLD

ALL CONTENTS ARE GOOD. PROVIDED THEY DD NOT CONSiST OF INTERPRETATIONS BUT CONCERN

THE USE OF THE BOOK, THAT THEY MULTIPLY ITS USE. THAT THEY MAKE ANOTHER LANGUAGE WITHIN

ITS LANGUAGE. {GILLES DELEUZEl

PLAYING THE WORLD: REPROGRAMMING SOCIAL FORMS
The exhibition is no longer the end result of a process, its "happy
ending" (Parrella) but a place of production. "The artist places tools at
the public's dispos al, the way Conceptual art events organized by
Seth Slegelaub in the sixties placed information at the disposal of the
visitor, Challenging established notions of the exhibition, tile artists
of the nineties envisaged the 8xhibition space as a space of cohabi-
tation, an open stage somewhere between decor, film set, and infor-
mation center.

In 1989, Oomrucue Gonzalez-Foerster, Bemard Joisten, Pierre Joseph,
and Philippe Parreno presented Ozone. an exhibition in the form of
"layers of information" on po litical ecology. The space was to be tra-
versed by visitors in such a way that they could create their own
Visual montage . Ozone was offered as a "cinegenic space" who se
ideal visitor would be all actor - an actor of Information. The follow-
ing year, in Nice, the exhibition "Les Ateliers du Paradis" was present-
ed as a "film in real time" For the duration of the project, Joseph ,
Parreno, and Philippe Perrin inhabited the gallery space - which was
fitted out with artworks from Angela Bulloch to Helmut Newt on,
gadgets, a trampoline, a Coke can that moved ' 0 the beat of music.
and a selection of videos - a space in which they moved about ac-
cording to a schedule (English lessons, a therapist's visrt , and so on).
On the evening of the opening, visitors were to wear a one-of -a-kind
T-shirt on which a generic word or phra se figured (Good , Specis
-f,oct. Gothic), allowing the producer Marton Vernoux to draft a screen-
play in real time. In short, it was an exhibition In real time, a browser
launched in search of Its contents. When Jorge Pardo produ ced rus
Pier in Munster in 1997, he constructed an apparently functional object ,
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but the real purpose of this wooden jett y had yet to be;deterrnined.
Although Pardo presents everyday structures (tools, furniture, lamps),
he does not ass ign them speci fic function s: it IS quite possib le that
these ob jec ts are useless. Whot s there to do in an open shed at
the end of a jetty? Smoke a ClgClretle , as the vending machine affixed
to one of its wa lls encouraged? The visito r-Viewer must invent func -
tions and rummage throuqh rus or her own repertory of behaviors.
Soc ial reality provides Pardo with a set of utlhtanan structures, which
he reprograms according to art istic knowledge (composition) and a
memory of forms (modernist painting).

From Andrea ” ttel to Philippe Parreno, from Carsten Holler to Vanessa
Beecroft , th gcnerat ion of artists in question here Intermingles
Conceptual art and Pop art , Ant i-form and Junk art , as well as certa in
procedures established by design , Cinema , economy, and Industry :
it is moossb'e to separate the history of art from its SOCi81 backdrop.

The ambit ions, methods, and ideoloqlcal postulates of these artists
are not, however, so far removed from those of a Daniel Buren, a
Dan Graham , or a Michael Asher twenty years earlier. They testi fy to
a similar Will to reveal the invisible struc tures of the Ideological appa r-
atus : they deconstruct systems of representation and revolve around
a dahnitlon of art ClS visual information tha t destroys entertainment.
The generation of Daniel Pflumrn end Pierre :-Iuyghe nevertheless dif-
fers from preceding ones 0 !1 an esse'lt ial point: they refuse metonymy,
the sty listic figure that involves referring to a thing by one of its con -
stituent elements (for example, to say "the rooftops" for "the city").
The social cnt ic.srn in wh ich Conceptual artists engaged passed
through the filter of a critique of the institutrcn: in order to show the
func tioning of the whole of society, they explored the spec ific site in
which their activities unfolded, aocording to the principles of an ana-
lytical ma teria lism that was Marxist in its inspiration. For instance,
Hans Haacke denounced the mu ltinationals by evok ing the finanCing
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of art : Asher wo rked with the architec tural apparatus of the mus eu
and the art gallery; Gordon Matta-Clark drilled through the fioor of
the Yvon Lambert gallery (Descending Steps for Balan, 1977); Robert
Barry declared that the gnllery showing him was c losed (Closed

Gallery, 1969) .

While the exhibit ion site constituted a medium In and of itself for
Co nce ptual artists. it has today become a place of prod uct ion like
any other. The task of the critic is now less to analyze or cntique this
space than to situate It in vaster systems of production, with which it
must establish and cc dify relations. In 1991, Jos eph ade an end -
less list of i1teg31or dangerous ac tivit ies that took place in art centers
(from "shoaling at airplanes" [cf. Chris Burden) to "ma king graffiti,"
"destroying the buildinq,' and "working on Sunday"), which maae It a
"ploco for the simulation of virtual freedoms and experiences." A model,
a laboratory, a playing field: whatever It was , it WClS never the symbol
of anything, and cert ainly not a metonymy.

It IS the socius, i.e., al! the channels that distrtbu te mtorrnatlo n and
products. that is the true exhibiticn site for artists of the current gen-
eration. The art center and the gallery are particular cases but form
an integral part of a vaster ensemble: public space . 1nus Pflumm
exhibits his work mdrscnrninately in galleries, clubs, and any other
structure of diffusion , from T-shirts to records tha t appear in the ca ta-
log of his label Elektro Music Dept. ' e : 0 produced a video on a
very particular product , rus own gallery In 1 (Neu, 1999). Therefore.
the issue is not to con trast the art gallery (a locus of "separate art,"
and therefo re bad) With a public olace imagined as idea l, where the
"noble gaze" of passersby ISnaively Ietrshized the way the "noble
savage" once was. The g811ery IS a place e any othe r, a space rnbn
ca ted With in a global mechanism, a base camp wit hout which no
expeditio n wo uld be po ssrble. A cl ub , a school, or a street are not
"'bette r places," but Simply other places.
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More generally, it has become difficult for us to consider the social
body as an orqaruc whole. We perceive it as a set of structures de-
tachable from one another, in the image of the contemporary body
augmented with prostheses and modi ftnb!e at will. -or artists of the
late-twentieth century, soc iety has become both a body divid into
lobb ies, quotas, and communities, and a vast catalog of narrative
frameworks.

What we usually call reality is a montage. But is the one we live in the
only possible one? From tne same material (the everyday), we can
produce ditferent versions of reality. Contemporary art thus presents
itself as an alternative editing tab le that shakes up social forms, re-
organizes them, and inserts ther into original scenarios. The artist
deprograms in order to reprogram, suggesting that there are other
possible uses for the techniques and tools at our disposal.

Gillian Weanr and P\erre Huyghe have each produced videos based
on surveillance mera systems. Christine HitJ created a tra....el a-Jency
in New York that functioned lil<e any other travel agency. Michael
Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset set up an an gallery in a museum during
Manifesta 2000 in Slovenia, Alexander Gybrfi has used forms from
the studio and tho staqe, Carsten I i?:\lIer those o f laboratory experi-
ments. The obvious po int In common among these artists and
many of the mos t creative today resides in this capacity to use exist-
ing social forms.

All cultural and social struc tures represent nothing more Ul an articles
of clothing that can be slipped on, ob jects to be experienced and
tested. Alix Lamben did this in Wedding Piece, a work documenting
her five wed dings in one day. Matthieu Laurette uses newspaper
classified ads, television game shows, and marketing campaigns as
the media for his work. Navin Rawanchaikul works on the taxi sys-
tem the way others draw on paper. When Fabrice Hybert set up his
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company, UR, he declared that he wanted "to make artistic use of
the economy." Joseph Grigely exhibits messages and scraps of paper
which he uses to communicate with others due to his deafness: he
reprograms a physical handicap Into a production ”””””””” ” ShOWing
the con crete reality of his daily communication In tn em l I ions.
Grigely takes as the medium of his wo rk tho intersubjeotlva spl re
and gives form to his relational unverse. We "hear the voices" of hi.,
entourage. The a<ist makes captions for the remarks. He reorganizes
human words, Iraqrnents of speech, and written traces of conver-
sations, in a sort of intimate sampling, a domestic ecology. The written
note is a social form that is paid little attention, generally meant tor
home or office use, In Grigely's work, It IS freed of its subordinate sta-
tus and takes on the existential dirnensron of a vital 1001 of com-
munication: Ir,cluded in his compositions, It participates in a polyphony
that is born of a detournement .

In this way, social objects, from habits to institutions throug most
banal structures, are pulled from their inertia. By slipping Into tho
functional universe, an revives these objects or reveals their absurdity.

PI li PPE PAI1FlENO & ...
The originality of the group General Idea, formed ' he early sevomes ,
was to work w ith SOCial formatting: corporations, Ie evision, maga-
zines, aovortlsmq, fic tion. "In my view," l-ailippe Parreno says, "they
were the first to think of the exhibition not in terms of forms or ob-
jects but of formats. Formats of representation, of reading the world .
The question tnat my work raises might be the following: what are
the tools that allow one to understand the wortd?" "

Parreno's work starts from the principle that reality is structur like
a language, and that art allows one to arficulate this language. He



also shows that all soc ial c riticism is doorneo to failure if the artist is
content to plaster his or her own language over the one spo ken by
authority To denounce or "c rit ique" the wo rld ? One can denounce
nothing from the outside: one must first Inhabit the form of what
one wants to criticize. Imitation is subversive, much more so than drs-
courses of frontal opposition that only make formal gestures of sub-
version. 11 is precisely this defiance toward critical att itudes In con-
temporary art that leads Parreno to adopt a posture that migh t be
compared to Laca nian psychoanalysis. It is the unconscious, Jacques
Lacan said, that Interprets symptoms, and does so much bett er than
the analyst. Louis Althusser said something similar from a Marxist per-
spective: real critique is a critique of existing reality by existing reality
Itself. Interpreting the world does not suffice: it must be transformed .
It IS this proc ess that Parreno attempts. starting with the realm of
images, wh ich he bekeves play til e same role in reality as symp toms
do in an individual's unconsc ious. The question raised by a Freoclian
a alysis is the following: How are the event s in a lite organized? WI:at
is the order of their repetition ? Parrsno questions reality in a similar
way, through the work of SLJb tltli ' lg social forms and sys tematically
exploring the bonds that unit e indi vidual s, groups, and imag es .

It is not by chance that Parreno has Integrated the dimension at col-
labora tion as a major axis of tuswork : the unconsc ious, accord'nq
to Lacan, IS neith er individual nor co llec tive; it exists in ttl e rruddte,
in the encounter, which is the beg inning of ail narrative. A subjec t,
"Parreno &" (Jo seph, Cattelan, Gillick, Ho!ler, Huyglle, to name a few
of his collaborations), is constructed through exhibit ions that are
often pre ned as relational mode ls. In wh ich the copresence of vari-
ous pro tagonists IS negotiated through the construction of a script
or story.

Thu • in Parreno 's wo rk , it is otten the commentary that produces
forms rath er than the reverse: a scenar io is dismantl ed so that a'.

new one can be construc ted , for the interpretat ion of the world is a
symptom Eke any other. In his Video Ou (Or), 1997, an apparently
banal scene (a yourig woman taking off her Disney T-shirt) genem e
a search for the cond itions of its appearance, We see displayed on
screen, in a long rewind, the books, movi es, and conversat ions that
led to the production of an image that lasted only thirty seco nds.
Here, as In the psychoanalytical process or in the Infinite discusso ns
of the Talmud, commentary produces the narratives. The a-tist must
not leave the responsonty of captioning Il lS images to others. for cap-
tions are also images, ad infinitum.

One of Parreno's first works, No More Reality. 1991, already posi x1
this problem by linl<ing the noto ns of scresnp tav and protest. im-
agina ry sequence shows a demonstration composed of very young
chiid ren armed with banners and placards, chanting the slogan "No
more mality." Tile question was: what are the slogans or s till s of
the images that stream past today? The goal 0' a demonstra tion is
to produce a collecnve image that sketches out po litical scenarios for
tre future. The Installation Speech Bubbles. 1997. a cluster of h lIum-
filled balloons in til e shape of comi c-book speech bubbles, was pre-
sented as a coliec tion of "tools of protest allowing each person to
write his own slogans and stand out with in the group and thus from
the image that would be Its ropresentatlo ." Parreno operates here
in the interstice that separates an image from Its caption, labor from
Its prcduct, production from consumption. As reportage on Individual
freedom, his works tend to abo lish the space that separates the pro-
duction of objects and human beings, work and I . li re. With Werk-

tischelL'elabl, (Workbench ), 1995. Parreno sh le d the form of the
assembly line toward hobbies one might engage in on a Sunday; with
the project No Ghost, Just a Shell, 2000, made with Pi(' -rn uyghe,
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he bought the nghts to a Japanese manga cbaracter, Ann Lee. and
made her speak about her career as an animated cha racter: in a set
ot terveruions gathered under the title L'Homm e public (Public Man),
Parreno provided the French irnps rsooator Yves Lecoq with texts to
rec ite in he voices of famous people. from Sylvester Stallone to the
Pope . These three works func tion in a way similar to ven triloquism
and masks: by plac ing social forms (hobbies , 1V shows), images
(a c 1000 me ory, a manga character). and everyday objects in
a position to rev Ell their onqms and their fabrica tion process. Parreno
exposes the unccnsc'ous of human production.

HACKING, WOR K, AND FREE TIME
The practices of postproduction generate works that question the use
of work . Wh at becomes of work when professiona l act ivities are
doob leo by artists?

Wang Du declares; "I want to be the media, too . I want to be the jour-
nalist after the journalist." He produces sculptures based on media
images which he reframss or whose original scal e and cen tering he
reprodu ces faithfully. HIS ins tallation Stmtegle en cha.mbre (Armc hair
Strategy). 1999, ISa gigantic , voluminous lin age that forces the viewer
to traverse enormous piles of newspapers pUblished during the con-
flic t in Kosovo , a formless mass at the lop of wh ich emerge sculpted
effigies of Bill Clinto n. Bor is Yeltsin, and o ther figures from press
pho tos of the period , as well as a set of p lanes made of newspaper.
The force of Wang Du's work stems from hs capacity to give weight
to the furt ive ima!)8s of the meo1a: he quantifies what wou ld co nceal
tsot from mate '!y, restores tne volume and we;gi1t of events, and
colors general information by hand . Wang Du sells i'1forma tion by the
pou . 111s storehouse of sculp ted Images Invents an arsenal of
comm mi cation . which duplica tes the work of p ress agencies by
reminding us l8t lacts are also objects around which we must circu-
teoHISwork rnemod might be defined as "corpora te shadowmq," i.e.,

m

mimicking or doub ling professional struc t es. tailing and Iollowmq
them .

Whe n Danie l Ptlum rn works w ith the logos of large companies ””””

AT&T. he performs the same tasks as a communications agency .
He anonates and disfigures these acronyms by " . ating their forms "
in animated films for which he produces sound tracks. And his work
is similar to that o f a graphic design firm when he exhibits the s iden-
tifiable forms of a brand of mineral wa ter or a food product in e
fo rm of abs tract light boxes that evo ke the history of pictorial mod-
ernism. "Everything in advertising," flumm explains, "from plannind
to product ion via all the co ne . able middle-men. is a compromise
and an absolutely cornpreh sib le complex of working L 5."'"
According to h , the "actual evi.· is the c lient who makes advertising
a subservient and alienated act ivrtv, allowing for no innovat ion. By
"doubl ing" the work of advertismq agencies with his pirate Videos and
abs tract signs. Pflumm produces objects that appear cut out o f their
co ntext. in a floating sp ace that has to do at once with art. design .
and market ing . HIS production IS mscnbed withln the world of work .
whose system he do ubles without caring abo s results or depend-
ing on its methods. He IS the art ist as phantom mployee.

in 1999. Swetlana Heger and Plarnen Dejanov decided to devote til
exh ibitions for one year to a contractual relationship with BMW: they
rented out their w ork force as we.l as their potentia l for visibility (the
exhibitions to wh ich they we re inVited). c reating a "pirate" medium
for the car company. Pamphlets, posters, booklets, new vehicles and
accessories: Heger and Dojanov used all the obj ects and materials
produced by the German manufac turer in the context f xhibitions.
Pages of group exhibition catalogs that were reserved for them were

">'fr.
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OCCUpied by advertisements for BMW. Can an artist deliberately pledge
his work to a brand name? Mauri 10 Cat telan was content to work
as a middleman when he rented is exhibition space to a cosme tics
manufacturer dUring the Aperto at the Venice Biennale. The resulting
piece was called Lnvomn: nun txuuo mestiere (Working is a Dirty Job),
1993. For their first exhib ition in Vienna, Heger and Oejanov made
a symmetrical gesture by closing the ga llery for the duration of their
show, allowing the staH to go on vacation, The subisot of their work
IS work itself: how one person's leisure time produces anoth er's em-
ployment, how wo rk can be financed by means other than thos e of
traditional capitalism. With the BMW project , they showed how wo rk
itself can be remixed, superimposing suspec t images - as they are
obviously freed from all market imperatives - on a brand 's offioial im-
age. In bo th cases , the world of work, whose forms Heger and
OeJanov reorganize. is made the object of a postproduction.

And yet, the relations Heger and Delanov establis hed witn BMW took
the form of a contract, an alliance. Pflumm's untamed pract ic e is
situated on the margins of professional Circuits. outside of any client-
sup plier relat ionship . His wo rk on brands defines a wo rld In which
employment is not distributed according to a law of exchange and
governed by contracts hnklng different economic entitles, but in which
it is lett to the free w ill of each pa rty, in a perm nent potlatch that
does not allow a gift in return . Work redefined in this way blurs the
boondanos that separate I rom leisure, for to perform a task without
being asked is an ac t orly leisure affords . Sometimes these limits
are crossed by companies them selves, as l.rarn Gnhck noted w ith
Sony: "We arc faced wi th a separauon of the profess ional and the
dom estic that wa s created by elec tromc companies .. . Tape re-
cording, for example, only existed in the professional field dunng the
fort ies, and people did no t really know what they could use it for in
everyday life. Sony blurred the protossional and the domestic .?" In
1979, Rank Xerox imagined transposing the world of the office to the
7B

graphic Interface of the microcomputer, w luch resulted in icons for
"trash," "files," and "desktops." Steve Jobs, founder of App le, took up
this system of presentation for Macintosh five years later. Word pro-
cessing would from now on be indexed to the fonmal pro toc ol of the
service industry, and the image -system of the home compu ter would
be informed and co lon ized from the start by the world of work .
Tod ay, the spread of the home office is caus ing the artistic economy
to undergo a reverse shift: the protessonal wo rld IS flOWing Into the
domestic world, because the diviSion between work and leisure con -
stitutes WI ob stacle to the sort of employee companies requ ire. one
who is fleXible and reachable at any moment.

1994: Rirl<rit T iravaruja oroaruzed a lounge area in Dijo , France, for
artists In the exhibition "Surfaces de reparation" (Penalty Zone) that
included armc hairs. a tcosbs table, artwork by Andy VVarhol, and a
refrigerator, allowing the artists to unWind during preparatlo For the
show. The work, wh ich disappeared when the show oper.ed 10 lhe
pubsc, was the reverse image of the artistic work schedule.

Wi th P rre uyghe, the opposi tion between entertainment and art
IS resolved In activity. Instead of de fining himself in relation to worx
("What do you do tor a living?"), the individual in his oxtubit lons is con-
stitUted by his or her use of time ("wha t are you do ing with your life?").
Ellipse (Ellipsis), 1999 , features the Gorman actor Bruno Ganz do ing
a pick-up sr ot between two scenes in Wim Wenders 's My American

Fnend, shot twenty years ier. Ganz walks a path that was merely
suggested in the Wenders fil : he fills in an ellips is. Bu t when IS

Bruno Ganz wo rking and when is he off? While he was employed
as 8 actor in My American Friend, IS he still working twen ty-one
years later when he films a transitional shot be twee n two sce nes in
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Wenders's film? Isn't the ellipsIs, in the end , simp ly an image of
leisure, th oqauve space of work? While free time significs "time
to waste" or tirno tor organized consumpt ion, isn't it also simply a
passage between two sequences?

"Posters," 1994, a series of color photographs by ””””””” ” presents
an Individual filling in a halo in the sidewalk and watering the plants
In a public square. But is there such a t i g as a truly public space
today? Ihese fragile. isolated acts engage ttl notion of responsibility:
if there IS a hole in the sidewalk. why does a city emp loyee fill It in,
and not you or me? We claim to share a common space, but it IS in
fact managed by onvato enterprise: we are excluded from that seen-
ano by erroneous subt il ling. which appears beneath images of the
political curnmunity.

Pflumm 's Images are the products of an analogous micro-utopia, in
which supply and demand are disturbed by individual Initiatives, a
world where free trne generates work, and vice versa, a world where
work meets computer hacking. We know that some hackers make
their way Into hard drives and decode the systems of companies or
institutions for the sake of subvers ion but sometimes also in the
hopes of 9 hired to improve the security system: first thoy show
evidence ot their capacity to be a nuisance . then they offer their
services to the organism they have just attacked. The treatment to
which Pflumm subjects the pubhc image of multinationals proceeds
from the same spirit: work is no longer remunerated by a client. con-
trary to advertising, but distnbuted in a parallel circuit that offers
financial resources and a completely d ifferent visibility. Where Heqcr
and Dejanov position themselves as false providers 01a service for
the real economy, Ptlumm visually blackmails the economy that he
parasites. Logos are taken ho age. then placed In semi-freedom.
as freeware that users are asked to improve on themselves. Heger
and Dejanov sold a bugged application program to the company
80

whose Image they propagated; PfJUmm circulates images along with
the ' ,)llot," the source code that allows them to be duplicated.

When Pllumm makes a video using images taken lrom CNN (CNN,

Questions and Answers, 1999). he switches jobs and becomes a
programmer - a mode f production with which he . familiar through
hiS activity as a DJ and musician.

The service industry aesthetic Involves a reprocessing of cultural pro-
duction, the construction of a path Ulrough eXisting nows, producing
a service, an itinerary. within Cl ural protocols. Ptlumm devotes him-
self to supporting chaos productiv . Wh:le he uses this expression
to describe his video projects in t - no clubs, it may also be applied
to the whole 01 his work , Which seizes on the torr \8l scraps and bits
of code issued from everyday lifo in its mass media form, to construct
a formal univ se In which the mode; st ” d JOins excerpts from CNN
on a coherent level, that of the general pirating of signs.

r r goes beyond the idea of pirating: he constructs montages of
great formal richness. Subtiy co structvrs t. his works are wroug ht
by a search for tension between the Iconographic source and the ab-
stract form.11e complexity of his references (historical aosvacuors .
Pop arl. the iconography of flyers, lISIC videos , corporate cu lture)
goes hand in hand Wilh a great techru m stery: lus fil 1$ are closer
to Inc .Jstry-standard videos than the average video art m's work
currently represents one of the rnos: probing examples Of the en-
counter between the art world and techno music,

Techno Nation has long distorted well-knowr logos on I-shrt s:mere
are countess vanatioos on Coca-Cola or Sony, I with subversive
messages or mvitauons to smoke Sinsemilla. We live in a wor ld In

whic h forms am indefinitely avail 'e to al manipulations. for bet .r
or worse, In which Sony and Daniel Pfl n cross paths In a space
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saturated with Icons and images.

As practiced by Pflumm, the mix is an attitude, an ethical stance more
than a recipe. The postorooucuoo of work 8110ws the artist to escape
the posture of Interpretation. Instead of engaging In critical commen-
tary, we have to experimen t, as Gilles Deleuze asked of psycho-
analysis: to stop interpreting symp toms and try more suitable arrange-
ments .
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HOW TO INHABIT GLOBAL CULTURE
(AESTHETICS AFTER MP3)

THE ARTWORK AS A SURFACEFOR DATASTORAGE
From Pop art to Minimalist and Conceptual art, the art of the sixties
corresponds to the apex of the pair formed by mdustrta' procuc IOn
and mass consumption. The materials used in Min:mal:st sculpture
(anodized aluminum, steel, galvanized iron, Plexiglas, neon. and so
on) reference industrial technology and particularly the architecture of
giant factories and warehouses. The iconography of Pop art, mean-
while, refers to the era of consumpt ion and part icularly the appear-
ance of the supermarket and the new forms of marketing linked to it:
visual frontaJity, seriality, abundance.

The contractual and adrrursstrative aesthetic of Conceptual art marked
the beginning of the service economy. It ' important to note that
Conceptual art was contempora ry to the decisive advance of com-
puter research in the early seventies: while the rnicrocornouter ap-
peared in 1975 and Apple II in 1977 , the first microprocessor dates
from 1971 . That same year, Stanley Brouwn exhibited metal boxes
containing cards that documented and retraced his it neraries (40
Steps and 1000 Steps ), and Art &Language produced Index 01, a
set of card files presented in the form of a Minimnlist sculpture. On
Kawara had already established his system of notation in files (his
encounters, trips, ar reading materials), and in 1971 he produced
One Million Years, ten files tbat kept an accoun t that went well be-
yond human bounds, and thus came closer to the colossal amounts
of processing required by computers.

These work s introduced data storage - the aridit y of index card
classifica tion and the notion of the filing cabinet itself - into artistic
prac tice: Conceptual art used computer protocol , stili at its begin-
nmqs (the products in question would not truly make neir public ap-
pearance until the fOl!owing decade). In tile te sixties, IBM em(J"ged
as a precursor in the field of immated lization: contral lng seventy
percent of the computer market, International BUSiness Machin _
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rechristened itself IBM World Trade Corporation and developed the
first deliberate:y multinational strategy adapted to the global civilization
to come. A runaway enterprise. its prccuctlve apparatus was literally
unlocaliza 113. I:ke a conceptual work whose physical appearance
hardly mali rs and can be materializsd anywhere. Doesn't a work
by Lawrence Weiner, which may be produ ced or not produced by
anyone, imitate the mode of production of a bottle of Coca-Cola?
All that matters is the formula, no t the place in which it is made or
the identity of the person who makes it.

The confrguration o f knowledge that IBM ushered in was embodied
In Tony Smith's Black Box (1963- 65): an opaque bluck meant to
process a soc ial reality transformed into bits. through Inputs and out-
puts. In his presentation folder, he pointed out that the IBM 3750.
a silicon Big Brother. allows branches of a company in the same region
to centralize all inio uon :ndicating who has entered or exited which
of the company's buildings, through what door. and at what hour ...

TH AUTHOR, THIS LEGAL ENTITY
Sharewaro does not have an author but a proper name. The muscat
prac tice of sampling has also contributed to destroying the figure
of the Author, In a practical way that goas beyond theoret ical de-
construct ion (the famous "death of the author" acco rding to Barthes
and Foucauu). "I'm still pretty skept ical about the concep t of the
author," says Douglas Gordon , "and I'm happy to remain in the back-
ground 01a piece like 24 Hour Psycho where Hitchcock is the domi-
nant figure. LikeWise. I share responsibility for Feature film equally with
the conductor James Conlon and the musician Bernard Herrmann.
... In approprlatmq extracts from films and muse , we could say, ac-
tually. that we are creating time reaoymaoes, no longer out of daily
objects but out of objects that are a part of our culture.·01 The worfd
of music has made the exolosion of the protocol of authorship banal.
particularly WIth "white labors," the 45s typical of OJ culture, made in
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limited editions and dist ibuted in anonymous record jackp.ts. thus
escaping industry co ntrol, 1he musician-proqrarrvner realizes the Ideal
of the collective intellectual by switching names for each 01his or
her projects, as most DJs have multiple names. More than a phYSical
person, a name now designates a mode of appearance or production.
a line, a Iiction. This logic is also that of multinationals. whicll present
product lines as if they emanated from autonomous firms: based
on the nature of his products, a mUSICIan such as Roni Size will call
himself "Breakbeat Er a" or "Reprazent." Just as Coca-Cola or Vivendi
Uruversal owns a dozen or so distinct brands which the public does
not think to connect.

The art 01 the eighties crlticrzed no tions 01authorship and signature
without however abolishi'lg them. II buying is an a . th sigr , uf
the artist-broker who carried oul the transactions tamed l tts value
Indead guaranteed a successful and profitable exchange. The pres-
entation of consumer products was organLz.ed in stylized configura-
lions: Jeff Koons's Hoovers were Immediately dstmquisnable from
Haim Stenbach's shelves. the way two bout iques that sell i lar
products c istinguish themselves by their art of display.

Among the artists directly questioning the notion of the signature are
Mike Bidlo, Elaine Sturtevant, and Sherrie t.evn e, whose works roiy
on a common method of reproducing works of the past, but via ver
different strategies. When he exhibited an exact copy u: a Wathol
painting, Bldlo entitled it Not Ouchamp (Bicycle Wheel, 1913). Wt' 8'l
Sturtevant exhibited a copy of a Wmhol painting, she k ( he orig-
inal title: Ouchamp, com de cnestet«, 1967. Levir>e, me w, 118, got
rid of the title in favor of a reference to a temporal sr,i in th ., ,' s
"Untitled I;\fter Marcel Duchamp)." For these thr arus s, tile issue



is not to make use of these works but to re-exhibit them, 10 arrange
them according to personal principl es, each creating a "new idea"
for the ob jects they reproduce, based on the Duchamp ian principle
o the reciprocal readymade. Bldlo construct s an ideal museum,
Sturtevant construc ts a narra rve by reproducing works showing
radical moments in tustory, wnlle Levine's copyist work, inspired by
Roland Barthes. asserts that culture is an infinite palimpsest. Con-
sidering each book to consist of "multiple writings, proceed ing from
several cultu res and entering into dialogue, into parody, into protest:
Banhes accord s no writer the status of scriptor, a mtertextuel oper-
ator: the only place where this mul Icity of sources converges IS in
the brain of the reader-postp roducer." ill the early twentieth century,
Paul Valery thought that one might be able to w rite "8 history of the
mind as it produces or consumes litera ure ... without ever utte ring
the name of a writer."" Since we write while reading, and produce art-
work as viewers, the receiver becomes the central figure of culture
to the detriment of the cult of the author.

In the sixties , the not ion of the "open work" (Umberto Eco) opposed
the classic schema of communication that supposed a trt l smitter
and a passive receiver. Nevertheless, while the open work (such as
an Interactive or participatory Happening by Allan Kaprow) offers the
receiver a certain latitude, It only allows him or her to react to the initial
impulse provided by tile transmitter: to participate is to complete the
proposed schema. In other words, "the particpation of the spectator"
consists of ' i "aling the aesthetic contract which the artist reserves
the right to sign. That is Why the open work, for Pierro Levy, "still re-
mains cauoh i the hermeneutic paradigm," since me receiver is only
lnvited "to I'll In the blanks . to choose between possible meanings ."

Levy contrasts this "soft" concept ion of mteracnvity with the enorm
possibilities tbat cyberspace now offers: ,·the emerging technoc tural
environment encourages the development o f new types of art that
ignore the separation between transmission and reception, compo -
sition and mtorpretation.' ?'

EOCLECTICISM AND POSTPRODUC nON
1he Western world - through Its rnaseom system and its historical ap-
paratus as we as I need for new produc ts and new atmospheres
_ has ended up recognizing traditions thought doomed to disap
ance in the advance of industrial modernism as cultures in themselves,
accepting as art what was once only perceived as fa klore or sav-
agery. Remember that for a citizen at the start of the century, the his"
tory of sculpture went from Ancient Greece to the Renaissanc n n
was restricted to European names. Global cu lture today is a giant
anamnesis, an enormous mixture whose prlncioles of selection are
very difficult to id8ntify.

How can we prevent ttus telescoping of cultures and styles from nd-
ing up in kitsch eclecticism, a cool Hellenism excluding a I c ritical
judgment? We gonerally describe taste as "eclectic· when It uncer-
tain or lacks criteria, a spiritless intellectual process, a set of choices
that esta blishes no coherent vision. By considerinq the adjective
"eclec tic" pejorative, common parlance accredits the idea that one
must lay claim to a certain type of art, literature, or music, or else
be lost in kitsch, haVing failed to assert a sufficiently strong - or, quite
simply, looatable - personal ident ity. This shameful quality of eclec-
tcisrn IS inseparable from the idea that the Individual is socially assimi-
lated to his or her cultural choices: I am supposed to be what I read,
what I I:sten to . what I look at. We are identified by our personal
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stmtegy of sign consumption, and kitsch represents outs ide taste, a
sort of diffuse and impersonal opuucn substituted for individual choice,
Our social universe, In wllich the worst flaw IS to be impossible to
situate in relation to cultural norms, urges us to reily ourselves. Ac -
cord ing to this vision of culture, what each person might do With what
he or shR consumes dces not matter; so the artist may very well
make use of a terl'ihle soap opera and form a very Interesting project.

The anti-eclec tic discourse has therefore become a discourse of
adherence, the wish for a culture marked out in such a way that all
its productions are tidily arranged and clearly identifiable, like badges
or rallying signs of a vision of culture. It is linked to the constitution
of the modernist d iscourse as set forth in the theoretical writings of
Clement Greenberg , for whom the history of art constitutes a linear,
teleological narrative in which each work is defined by its relations to
those that precede and those that follow. According to Greenberg,
the history of modern art can be read as a gradual "puri1ication" of
painting and sculpture and the contract ion of their subjec t to their
formal pro perties. Plet Mondrian thus explained tuat neo-plasticism
was the logical consequence - and suppression - of all art that pre-
ceded It. This theory, which envisages the history of art as a dupli -
cat ion of scientific research, has the added effect of excluding non-
Western countries, considered "unhrstorlcal" and unscientific. It is this
obsession with the "new" (created by this vision of historicist art cen-
tered on the West) that one of the prota gonists of the Fluxus move-
ment, George Brecht. mocked, explaining that it IS much mare C ' icolt
to be the ninth person to do so:nethlng than to be the first, because
then you have to do it very well.

In Greenberg and in many Western histories of art, culture IS linked to
this monomania that considers ec ectlcisrn (that is, any attempt to
exit this puris1narrative) a cardinal sin. Historymust make sense. And
this sense must be organized in a linear narrative.
00

In an essay published in 1987, "Hisl onsrJ tlon au intention: Ie retour

d 'un vieux debal " (Historicizatiorl or Intention: The Return of an Old
Debate). Yve-Aluln Bois engaged in a critical analysis of postmodern
eclec ticism such as it was manifested in the works of the European
neo-expressrc r ists and painters such as Julian Schnubel and David
Salle, Bois summod up these artists ' positions as such: Boing freed
from tHstOry, they might have recourse to history as a sort of entertain -
ment , treating It as a space of pure irresponsibility. Everything from
now on had the same meaning for them, me same value. In the early
eight ies, the trans-avant-qartle struggled with a logic of bric-a-brac
and the nattening of cultural valuos in a sort of internationsl style 1hat
blended Giorgio de Chirico and Joseph Beuys, Jackson Pollock and
Alberto Savinio, completely indifferent to the content of their works
and tll eir respective rustorical pos itions. At around the same lim p"
Achille Bonito Oliva supported the trans-avant -garde art ists in tho
name of a "cynic al Ideology of the traitor," according to whic the
artist would be a nomad circulating as he pleased through all periods
and styles, like a vagabond digging through a dump in search of
sornethinq to carry away. This is precisely the probem: under the brush
of a Sch nabel or an Enzo CUCChi, the history of art is ilke a giant
trash can of hollow forms, cu t off from their meaning in favor of a cult
of the artist/dam iurqe/sa lvager under the ””” figure of Picasso.
In ttl 'S vast enterprise of the reification of forms, the metamorphosis
of the gods fincls kinsrupwith the museum without walls. Such an art
of citation, prac ticed by the neo-fauves, reduces history to the value
of merchandise. Wc are then very close to the "equivalence of every-
thing, the good and the bad, the beuutiflJl and the ugly, the insignifican
and the distinctive" which Flaubert made the theme of his last nov •
and whose coming he feared in s ceoeace pour Bouvard el Pecuchet.

.Jean-Francois Lyotard could not bear the contusion between the post-
modern cond ition suc h as he theorized it and the so-called post-
modernist art o f the eighties: to mix neo- or hyper-realist motif s on
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the same surface with abstr act, lyrical, or conceptual motifs was to
signify that everything was equal because 8vGrything cou ld be co n-
surneo . He felt that eclec ticism solic ited the habits of the magazi ne
reader, e needs of the consumor of mass produced images. the
mind 0 the supermarket shopper.' According to Yve-Alain Bois. cn ly
the historiclzatlon of forms can preserve us from cynicism and a level-
Ing of everyt hing, For Lyotard , eclecticism diverts artis ts from the
question of what is "unpresentable, " a major co ncern , since it is the
guarantee of a tension between the act of painting and til e essence
of painting: lf artists give In to the eclecticism of consump ticn, they
serve the interests of ho techno-scient ific and post- industrial world
and shirk their critical duties.

But can' t this eclecticism, thiS ””””” ””””” and consuming eclecticism
th preaches cynical i difference toward history and erases the
”””””” I Imp lications of the avant-gardes, be contrasteo 'Mth something
o her han Greenberg's Darwinian vision. or a purely historic izinq
vision of art? The key to this dilemma IS in establishing processes and
pract ices that allow us to pass from a consumer cultu re to a culture
of ac tivity. from a passiveness toward available signs to practices of
accountnoility. Every individual, and particularly every artist, since he
or she evolves among signs. mus t take responsibility for forms and
their SOCial functioainq: the emergence of a "civic consumption " a
collective awareness of Inhuman WOrlo; lTlg conditions in the product ion
of ath tic shoes , fer example, or the eco logical ravages occasioned
by various sorts ot industrial activrty is each an integ ral part of this
notion of nccountabllity. Boycott s, deto urnement, and piracy bc long
to this culture of act ivity, When Allen Huppersborq recopied Oscar
Wilde's Thc Portrait of Dorian Gray on canvas (1974) , he took a liter-
ary text ami co ns i ered himself responsib le for it : he rewrote it.
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When Louise Lawler exhibited a conventional pn.inting of a horse by
Henry Sll IImann (lent by the New York Racing Association) and
placed it under spot lights, she asserted that the revival of pamt ng,
in full sWing at the time (1978), was an art ificial convention inspired
by market interests,

To rewrite modernity is the nlstoncal task of this early twenty- first
century: not to start at zero or find onese mcurnbered by the store-
house of history. but to inventory and 01 t, to use and download ,

Fast-forward to 2001 : co llages by the Danis arti st Jakob Kolding
rew rite the co nstruc tivist works of Dada, El Ussitzky, and John
Heartttelo while taking co ntemporary soc ia l re Iy as !heir starti .
POI' In videos or photographs, Fal1m, ' 'Iuggar mixes American
odvortisements from the fifties With scenes everyday life in Afnca ,
and Gunilla Klingberg reorganizes t e logos of Swed ish soperrnarkets
into enigmatic mandalas. Nils Normnn and Sean Snyder make cata-
logs of urban signs. rewriting mo rnity start ing With its common
usaqe in architec tural language. TI .se practices each affirm e i -
portance of ma taining actiVity In Q face of mass ' 0 uction , All
its elements arE; usable, No put • lmapo should ben rom impul1ly,
for whatever reason: a logo bongs to public space . nee it exrars
in the streets and appears on lhe objects we use A I _OIl battl is
underway thal places artists at the forefront : no sign must remain
inert, no image must rema n II touchable. Art represents a counter-
power, Not that the task (i f a IStSconsists in denounc ing . mob il ing,
or prote sting: all art IS ””””””” ”” ” whatever tts nature and its ””””” ”

Today there is a ouarrei ove r representa tion that sets an and the
official image of reality against each o ther; It is propagated by adver-
tising discourse, relayed by the media. orqa ized by an LIt ralight
Ideology of consumption and social compelIlion. In our ciniy ilJes, we
come ac ross fictions, represen tations. a t d form s tha t SIJSiClin thls
collective imaginary whose co ntents are dictated by power. An pu ts



us in the presence of counterimages, forms that question social forms.
In the face of the economic abstraction that makes daily lifo unreal,
or an absclute weapon of techno-market power, artists reactivate
forms by inl,abitlng them, pirating private property and copyrights,
brands and products, museum-bound forms and signatures. If the
downloading of forms (these samplings and remakes) represents rnpcr-
tant concerns today, it is because these forms urge us to consider

C global culture as a 1001box, an ope'l narrative space rather than a uni-
” vocal narrative and a product line. Instead of prostrating ourseives
C before works of the past, we can use them. Like Rirkrit Ttravaruia
s inscribing his work within Philip Johnson's arclutecture, like Pierre
a Huyghe refilming Pier Paolo Pasolini, works can propose scenanos

and art can be a form of using the world , an endless negotiation
E between points of view.
11
J=: It is up to us as beholders of art to bring these relations to light. it is
o up to us to judge artworks 1'1 terms of the relations they produce in
v the specric contexts they inhabit. 8ecause art is an activuy that pro-
P duces relationships to the world and In one form or anotber makes
o its relationships to space and time material.
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